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Abstract. The Asian monsoon system is an important tip-

ping element in Earth’s climate with a large impact on hu-

man societies in the past and present. In light of the poten-

tially severe impacts of present and future anthropogenic cli-

mate change on Asian hydrology, it is vital to understand

the forcing mechanisms of past climatic regime shifts in the

Asian monsoon domain. Here we use novel recurrence net-

work analysis techniques for detecting episodes with pro-

nounced non-linear changes in Holocene Asian monsoon

dynamics recorded in speleothems from caves distributed

throughout the major branches of the Asian monsoon system.

A newly developed multi-proxy methodology explicitly con-

siders dating uncertainties with the COPRA (COnstructing

Proxy Records from Age models) approach and allows for

detection of continental-scale regime shifts in the complex-

ity of monsoon dynamics. Several epochs are characterised

by non-linear regime shifts in Asian monsoon variability, in-

cluding the periods around 8.5–7.9, 5.7–5.0, 4.1–3.7, and

3.0–2.4 ka BP. The timing of these regime shifts is consis-

tent with known episodes of Holocene rapid climate change

(RCC) and high-latitude Bond events. Additionally, we ob-

serve a previously rarely reported non-linear regime shift

around 7.3 ka BP, a timing that matches the typical 1.0–1.5 ky

return intervals of Bond events. A detailed review of previ-

ously suggested links between Holocene climatic changes in

the Asian monsoon domain and the archaeological record in-

dicates that, in addition to previously considered longer-term

changes in mean monsoon intensity and other climatic pa-

rameters, regime shifts in monsoon complexity might have

played an important role as drivers of migration, pronounced

cultural changes, and the collapse of ancient human societies.

1 Introduction

Relationships between past climate change and societal re-

sponses in the historical and archaeological record have fre-

quently been reported, e.g. increased frequencies of war

(Zhang et al., 2007), societal conflicts and crises (Hsiang

et al., 2011, 2013; Zhang et al., 2011), migrations (Büntgen

et al., 2011), and collapse of complex societies such as the

Akkadian empire (Gibbons, 1993; Cullen et al., 2000), the

Egyptian Old Kingdom (Stanley et al., 2003), Mayan urban

centres (Haug et al., 2003; Kennett et al., 2012), and Chinese

dynasties (Yancheva et al., 2007). Those societal responses

are generally acknowledged to be driven by multiple fac-

tors and, additionally, societies differ in their vulnerability

to changing environmental conditions (Tainter, 1990). Nev-

ertheless, investigating climate as one possible key driver is

of great interest in the face of recent anthropogenic climate

change (Stocker et al., 2014). Deeper insights in this field are

urgently needed to assess the adaptive capacity and dynam-

ics of current societies (Widlok et al., 2012) under global en-
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vironmental change within the co-evolving planetary socio-

environmental system (Schellnhuber, 1998, 1999).

In our contribution here, we focus on regime shifts in

Asian summer monsoon dynamics during the last 10 ky

and discuss their potential societal impacts such as cultural

change or migratory patterns. Investigating the Asian mon-

soon domain is relevant for three reasons: (i) the Asian mon-

soon is a highly dynamic, vulnerable, and multistable sys-

tem (Zickfeld et al., 2005; Levermann et al., 2009) that

has been identified as a potential climatic tipping element

(Lenton et al., 2008), (ii) ca. 60 % of the world’s population

are directly affected by the Asian monsoon, the failures of

which have large potential consequences for food supply in

these regions (Wu et al., 2012), and (iii) there are multiple

known examples for the collapse of early complex societies

in the Asian monsoon realm, including the Harappan culture

in the Indus Valley (Staubwasser and Weiss, 2006), and ex-

amples of the impact of climate change on socio-political

developments, e.g. war frequencies or dynastic changes in

China (Zhang et al., 2007; Yancheva et al., 2007). Thus,

a deeper understanding of past changes in Asian monsoon

dynamics and their impact on societies will contribute to im-

proved capacities for anticipating potential consequences of

future climate change in the region.

The Asian summer monsoon system is a seasonally recur-

ring wind pattern related to the migration of the Intertrop-

ical Convergence Zone and is active from June to October.

It is nominally separated into the Indian summer monsoon

(ISM) and the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM). The

ISM is divided into the Arabian Sea (AS) branch and the Bay

of Bengal (BB) branch, which transport moisture from the

Indian Ocean towards the Arabian Peninsula and the Indian

subcontinent during the summer wet season (Fig. 1). The AS

branch reaches NE Africa and the Arabian Peninsula before

turning east towards the west coast of India. The BB branch

of the ISM receives much of its moisture from the Arabian

Sea, crosses southern India, and reloads over the Bay of Ben-

gal before moving northward until it reaches the Himalayan

mountain range. Unable to cross this barrier, it splits into two

branches, one moving north-westward along the Himalayas,

the other extending north-eastward into Tibet and the rest of

China, where it contributes greatly to summer rainfall. The

EASM transports moisture from the adjacent seas into China

and also onto the Tibetan Plateau. Complex and time-varying

interdependencies have been demonstrated to exist between

the different branches of the Asian summer monsoon system

during the late Holocene based on palaeoclimate data (Feld-

hoff et al., 2012; Rehfeld et al., 2013) as well as during the

period of instrumental observations (Baker et al., 2015).

Our approach is to integrate information on decadal- to

centennial-scale Asian palaeomonsoon variability during the

Holocene from high-resolution oxygen isotope records from

multiple caves, as speleothems are recognised as high-quality

palaeoclimate archives for the considered timescales and ge-

ographical region (Table 1). Of special importance for the
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Figure 1. Map of southern Asia showing the main flow directions

of moist air masses associated with different monsoon branches:

Arabian Sea (AS) and Bay of Bengal (BB) branches of the In-

dian summer monsoon, East Asian summer monsoon (EASM), and

Australian–Indonesian summer monsoon (AISM). Furthermore, the

locations of the caves where the speleothem records used in this

work have been obtained from are displayed (see Table 1).

present study is a robust chronology of the included archives,

a requirement that is met by many speleothem records. Fo-

cussing on one type of archive and proxy, this work extends

upon and complements several related re-assessment stud-

ies (Morrill et al., 2003; Hu et al., 2008; Maher, 2008; Re-

hfeld et al., 2013). In contrast to earlier work, we focus not

only on the intensity of monsoon rainfall per se, but aim to

identify changes in the complexity of monsoon variations as

important higher-order information contained in the avail-

able records. The rationale behind this approach is that reg-

ular and, thus, predictable monsoon variations are crucial

for sustained socio-economic development, while irregular

variations of seasonal rainfall and climatic instabilities have

been shown to have acted as triggers for social unrest and

as drivers of societal changes (Hsiang et al., 2013). There-

fore, identifying epochs of regime shifts in the complexity of

palaeoclimatic variability is of great interest for investigating

the role of Asian summer monsoon dynamics as a potential

driver of cultural change or migratory patterns in the human

realm.

From a methodological point of view, this work introduces

several new aspects to the study of palaeoclimate variabil-

ity: (i) we focus on non-linear aspects of monsoon dynam-

ics such as regime shifts in the regularity of monsoon vari-

ations, extending upon previous work on climatic regime

shifts in linear time series properties (Mudelsee, 2000; Ro-

dionov, 2004) such as mean monsoon intensity. The method

of choice, recurrence network (RN) analysis of time series,

is particularly useful for detecting qualitative changes in the

dynamics of complex systems (Marwan et al., 2009; Don-

ner et al., 2010b) and has been successfully applied in fields

ranging from fluid dynamics to electrochemistry to physiol-

ogy (Donner et al., 2014). RN analysis is specifically suitable

for studying palaeoclimate records – unlike other methods

there are only implicit effects of non-uniform sampling in the
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Table 1. List of speleothem δ18O oxygen isotope records used in this study including cave name, speleothem ID, cave location, number of

data pointsN , average sampling time 〈1T 〉, and climatological interpretation (IOM, Indian Ocean monsoon; ISM, Indian summer monsoon;

EASM, East Asian summer monsoon; AISM, Australian–Indonesian summer monsoon. From the Mawmluh record, all data points prior

to 9 kaBP were discarded, since the older part of the record was recently found to be insufficiently dated (M. Berkelhammer, personal

communication, 2013).

Cave name Speleothem Latitude Longitude N 〈1T 〉 Interpretation Reference

(years)

1 Dimarshim, Yemen D1 12◦33′ N 53◦ 41′ E 530 8.3 IOM strength Fleitmann et al. (2007)

2 Qunf, Oman Q5 17◦10′ N 54◦ 18′ E 1412 7.3 IOM strength Fleitmann et al. (2003, 2007)

3 Hoti, Oman H5 23◦05′ N 57◦ 21′ E 832 4.3 IOM strength Neff et al. (2001)

4 Mawmluh, India KM-A 25◦16′ N 91◦ 53′ E 889 6.0 ISM strength Berkelhammer et al. (2012)

5 Tianmen, Tibet, China TM-18 30◦55′ N 90◦ 40′ E 1005 4.9 ISM strength Cai et al. (2012)

6 Dongge, China DA 25◦17′ N 108◦ 5′ E 2124 4.2 EASM strength Wang et al. (2005)

7 Lianhua, China A1 29◦29′ N 109◦ 32′ E 819 8.1 EASM strength Cosford et al. (2008)

8 Heshang, China HS4 30◦27′ N 110◦ 25′ E 1223 7.8 EASM strength Hu et al. (2008)

9 Jiuxian, China C996-1 33◦34′ N 109◦ 6′ E 828 10.5 EASM strength Cai et al. (2010)

10 Liang Luar, Indonesia LR06-B1 8◦32′ S 120◦26′ E 1289 9.7 AISM strength Griffiths et al. (2009)

time domain and minor dating uncertainties (Donges et al.,

2011a, b). (ii) We study continental-scale climatic changes

through the integration of information from proxy records

from multiple (Table 1) sites distributed over the Asian mon-

soon domain (Rehfeld et al., 2013). (iii) We explicitly con-

sider and propagate dating uncertainties (Mudelsee et al.,

2012; Goswami et al., 2014) in the available cave records

using the COPRA framework (COnstructing Proxy Records

from Age models, Breitenbach et al., 2012b), and (iv) we em-

ploy statistical tests for the co-occurence of the signatures of

monsoonal regime shifts at different sites.

Applying this methodology, we find that previously re-

ported high-latitude Bond events (Bond et al., 1997, 2001)

and rapid climate change (RCC) episodes (Mayewski et al.,

2004; Fleitmann et al., 2008; Wanner et al., 2008, 2011)

were often accompanied by epochs of large-scale non-linear

regime shifts in monsoon dynamics, e.g. pronounced changes

in the regularity of interannual to inter-decadal monsoon

variations. Furthermore, we are able to robustly identify at

least one previously rarely reported regime shift in Asian

summer monsoon dynamics during the Holocene (Wang

et al., 2005), which manifests itself as an epoch of signif-

icantly increased regularity of monsoon variations around

7.3 kaBP when considering dating uncertainties with the

COPRA approach. Examining our results in context with a

thorough review of the previously reported archaeological

record, we find that some of the detected epochs of non-linear

regime shifts in Asian summer monsoon dynamics may have

contributed to triggering major periods of migration, pro-

nounced cultural changes, and the collapse of ancient human

societies in Asia.

This article is structured as follows: after introducing

the data and methods used (Sect. 2), an overview is pro-

vided on possible imprints of Holocene RCC episodes and

Bond events within the Asian monsoon system (Sect. 3).

Our results on qualitative changes in monsoon dynamics as

recorded in speleothem records are reported in Sect. 4 and

are discussed in the context of potential impacts on cultural

change and migratory patterns in Sect. 5. Finally, conclusions

are drawn in Sect. 6.

2 Data and methods

In this section, we explain the selection of palaeoclimate

records that are suitable for studying the stability of Asian

monsoon dynamics during the Holocene within the frame-

work of the presented analytical strategy. Specifically, we are

interested in shifts in the dynamic regime beyond changes

in mean intensity during the last about 10 ka, which call for

high-resolution (i.e. sub-decadal) records spanning as much

of the Holocene as possible. Subsequently, the methodology

employed for quantitatively evaluating the effects of irreg-

ular sampling and dating uncertainties, both common prob-

lems in time series analysis of palaeoclimate records, is in-

troduced. Recurrence analysis is then presented as our statis-

tical technique of choice for detecting epochs of regular (sta-

ble or periodic) and more-erratic (and hence less predictable)

dynamics as well as transitions between such episodes in

palaeomonsoon variability. See Fig. 2 for a summary of the

methodological workflow employed in this study.

2.1 Speleothem records of the Asian palaeomonsoon

Temporally well-resolved and precisely and accurately dated

proxy records of palaeoclimate variability are indispens-

able for the study of spatially and temporally disperse

decadal- to centennial-scale climatic episodes. Speleothems

(secondary cave deposits such as stalagmites) constitute ter-

restrial archives potentially covering several hundred thou-

sand years of environmental variability. Current U–Th dat-

ing techniques allow the establishing of robust age models
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back to 600–800 ka BP (Cheng et al., 2013). Stalagmites fre-

quently allow for high-resolution sampling at sub-decadal

and even sub-annual scales (Johnson et al., 2006). Stalagmite

records offer a multitude of geochemical and petrographic

proxies (e.g. oxygen and carbon stable isotope ratios, major

and minor element ratios and concentrations, and fluid inclu-

sion water isotopes; Fairchild and Baker, 2012), though often

only stable isotope ratios are used to infer changes in rainfall

amount, source, or intensity.

Available lacustrine (e.g. Ponton et al., 2012) and marine

(von Rad et al., 1999; Kudrass et al., 2001; Staubwasser and

Weiss, 2006) sediment records from the southern Asian do-

main – although valuable for the study of long-term trends

and millennial- to centennial-scale climate episodes – often

lack both sufficiently high sampling rates and chronological

control to allow statistically significant comparison of multi-

ple reconstructions at decadal timescale. Available ice core

records from the Himalaya and Tibet regions (Thompson

et al., 1997, 2000, 2003) are unfortunately either too short

(covering only the past few thousand years) or lack also tem-

poral resolution. Tree rings can generally add valuable infor-

mation for reconstructing moisture and/or temperature dy-

namics (Cook et al., 2010; Borgaonkar et al., 2010; Treydte

et al., 2006, 2009). However, very few records from Asia ex-

tend beyond the last 1000 years and, thus, these cannot be

used to study qualitative changes of monsoon dynamics over

the course of the Holocene, which are the focus of this study.

Given the considerable number and reasonable spatial

distribution of available high-resolution speleothem records

from the Asian monsoon domain, and for permitting bet-

ter comparability of the results to be obtained, in this study

we restrict our attention to such cave archives. Specifi-

cally, we select published speleothem oxygen isotope (δ18O)

proxy records from the Asian monsoon domain that fulfil

the following criteria: (i) coverage of a significant part of

the Holocene (at least several thousand years), (ii) at least

decadal resolution (i.e. a resolution of 10 years would re-

sult in 100 data points per millennium – a reasonable number

for obtaining reliable statistics – which is about the coarsest

scale on which we expect the dynamical regime shifts studied

in this work to be detectable), and (iii) with age uncertainties

no greater than a few centuries (Rehfeld and Kurths, 2014).

These requirements are necessary to reliably detect shifts in

the dynamical regimes (i.e. the non-linear variability) of the

Asian summer monsoon beyond simple changes in amplitude

or variance. In the case of multiple records from the same site

(i.e. multiple speleothems from the same cave), we choose

the data set with the highest temporal resolution and longest

time interval covered. Furthermore, we discard other types

of proxies, such as δ13C, greyscale values, etc. available for

some records, to obtain a consistent database including only

one variable (which may however be interpreted differently

in different regions, see below). Other types of records are

considered for comparison in the discussion of our results

wherever appropriate.

The record database includes speleothem data from the

Arabian Peninsula (influenced by the AS), India, and Tibet

(mainly under the influence of the BB), and eastern China

(with governing EASM) (Fig. 1). One additional record

(Liang Luar cave) from Indonesia has also been included,

as this record indicates that the climatic episodes and tran-

sitions discussed below are found also in the AISM domain.

The selected proxy records are listed in Table 1 together with

information on sampling location, the number of samples,

temporal resolution, and their interpretation and correspond-

ing references.

Many speleothem records, especially those from China,

have been reported over the last decade giving deep insights

into the history of the EASM (Wang et al., 2005, 2008; Dong

et al., 2010) for up to approximately the past 380 ky (Cheng

et al., 2009). Unfortunately, only a few terrestrial records

are available so far from the Indian subcontinent that meet

our criteria (Sinha et al., 2005, 2007, 2011a, b; Berkelham-

mer et al., 2010, 2012). The available proxy reconstructions

from Indian stalagmites reflect changes in the strength of the

ISM, but they also show regional variability in ISM dynam-

ics. Such differences reflect the complexity of the ISM over

India, rather than contradicting the general understanding of

ISM dynamics (Breitenbach et al., 2012a). The influence of

the ISM on different regions in India has been noted by mete-

orological as well as palaeoclimatic studies (Hoyos and Web-

ster, 2007; Sinha et al., 2011b; Rehfeld et al., 2013). Moni-

toring of rainwater in NE India reveals that its isotopic com-

position (δ18Orw) depends not simply on the amount of rain-

fall, but also on moisture source changes such as increased

melt water flux, the pathway length that an air mass moves

from the source to the sampling site and related Rayleigh

fractionation, and changes of the isotopic composition of the

source (Breitenbach et al., 2010). Still, a clear ISM signal

is detected, which allows us to use oxygen isotope ratios as

tracers for ISM intensity.

Several records are available from the Arabian Sea realm

(Qunf, Hoti, and Dimarshim caves, Table 1, Fig. 1). These

are interpreted as reconstructions of the Arabian Sea branch

of the ISM (Neff et al., 2001; Fleitmann et al., 2003, 2007).

However, these records might not be representative for the

dynamics of the ISM over the Indian subcontinent, and addi-

tional records must be recovered for better spatial coverage in

the heart of the ISM domain. The stalagmite from Indonesia

(Griffiths et al., 2009) represents the tropical Asian monsoon

domain and is used for comparison to examine our results in

the broader climatological context.

2.2 Treatment of uncertain depth–age models

Chronologies for the palaeoclimate proxy records used in this

study have been established by means of U series dating.

The associated depth–age models are usually obtained by

interpolation between the dating points. However, radiomet-

ric datings come with uncertainties, suggesting that different
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palaeoclimate states in the proxy record is represented as a recurrence plot and recurrence network (node colour indicates age of palaeoclimate

states increasing from red (younger) to blue (older)), respectively. In step 6, the structure of the recurrence network corresponding to a certain

epoch is quantified by graph-theoretical measures such as transitivity T or average path length L. Finally, this analysis provides insights into

non-linear palaeoclimate variability that can be interpreted taking the underlying Earth system dynamics into account in step 7. The original

contribution of this study lies in steps 3–7.
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chronologies might be valid for the proxy record in question

(Telford et al., 2004; Buck and Millard, 2004; Blaauw, 2010).

Moreover, intercomparison between proxy records with dif-

ferent dating strategies (and, hence, timescale uncertainties)

and different non-uniform samplings demonstrates that con-

sidering a single depth–age model limits the reliability of

all results. Therefore, we use the recently introduced CO-

PRA framework for the calculation of ensembles of con-

sistent chronologies (depth–age models) for the used proxy

records (Breitenbach et al., 2012b). This strategy allows er-

ror propagation through subsequent statistical treatments and

comparisons of multiple records.

Within COPRA, dating uncertainties are considered by

a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. To obtain an ensemble of

age models, first a random number drawn from a normal dis-

tribution of the standard deviation as given by the 1σ error of

the dating is added at each individual dating point. A piece-

wise interpolation is then applied on these modified dating

points to obtain ages for all proxy data points. This procedure

is repeated 100 times (MC simulation) producing an ensem-

ble of 100 possible age models (Fig. 3), where inconsistent

realisations violating the stratigraphic constraint are rejected

beforehand. In the next step, these age models are used to

interpolate the measured proxy values to an equidistant time

axis (regular sampling), resulting in a distribution of possible

proxy values at each given (or required) time point. Now the

time axis is a truly absolute and comparable reference sys-

tem for all different proxy records because the uncertainties

within the time domain are transferred to uncertainties in the

proxy domain (Breitenbach et al., 2012b).

Note that interpolating the proxy signal to an absolute time

axis is a post-processing step particular to this study that is

not included in the COPRA framework by default. It is in-

troduced here to additionally test the robustness of the re-

sults of recurrence analysis obtained below with respect to

the effects of irregular sampling displayed by the available

proxy records. Hence, in Sect. 4 we will compare the results

obtained from the original irregularly sampled records with

those computed from the COPRA ensemble signals that have

been interpolated to a regularly sampled reference frame.

2.3 Recurrence analysis

Recurrence analysis comprises a class of non-linear meth-

ods of time series analysis that are sensitive to dynamical

features beyond what can be captured by commonly used

linear statistics, such as power spectra and auto- or cross-

correlation functions (Marwan et al., 2007). It is based on the

fundamental observation that dynamical systems in nature

tend to recur close to their previously assumed states after

a finite time (Poincaré, 1890). For example, the weather ob-

servations (temperature, precipitation, pressure, etc.) made at

some meteorological station on a given day may be very sim-

ilar, but not the same, as those recorded a few years earlier.

The temporal structure of these recurrences contains a wealth
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Figure 3. Exemplary depth–age model for the Dongge DA record

(Wang et al., 2005) represented as an ensemble of 1000 different

chronologies. The inset shows an enlarged view of a specific time

interval illustrating the spread of depth–age models due to dating

uncertainties. Discrete dating points are indicated by black dots,

while the associated 2σ dating uncertainties are displayed by error

bars.

of information on the dynamical system under study and can

be mathematically represented and quantified by recurrence

plots (Marwan et al., 2007) or recurrence networks (Marwan

et al., 2009; Donner et al., 2010b, 2011; Donges et al., 2012)

(see Fig. 2).

Recurrence analysis has been successfully applied to anal-

yse climatological and palaeoclimatological data, e.g. for

aligning the timescales of rock magnetic data from sedi-

ment cores (Marwan et al., 2002) and searching for relation-

ships between the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and

South American palaeoprecipitation (Marwan et al., 2003;

Trauth et al., 2003). Recently and relevant to this study, it

has been shown that recurrence network analysis (Marwan

et al., 2009; Donges et al., 2011a, b; Marwan et al., 2013) and

related techniques (Malik et al., 2012) are particularly well-

suited for detecting subtle qualitative changes in the dynam-

ics recorded by palaeoclimate proxy series with relatively

few data points (compared to typical experimental and mod-

ern observational time series). In this study, we are interested

in transitions or non-linear regime shifts in climate variability

that are characterised by pronounced changes in dynamical

complexity, i.e. changes between regular and rather erratic

climate variations (Donges et al., 2011b). We argue that these

transitions are subtle in the sense that they cannot always be

easily and unambiguously identified by visual inspection, de-

spite contradicting claims (Wunsch, 2007).
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Since we are interested in the complexity of monsoon fluc-

tuations during the Holocene on decadal to centennial scales,

rather than millennial and longer-term trends, we detrend the

proxy records using a 1000-year running window (Donges

et al., 2011a) and study the residual oxygen isotope sig-

nals 1δ18O as a time series {xi}
N
i=1 (Fig. 4). Below, we de-

scribe the analytical techniques used for detecting and quan-

tifying qualitative changes in Holocene monsoon dynamics,

namely time-delay embedding and recurrence network anal-

ysis. Generally, we apply the same analysis steps to both the

original irregularly sampled proxy records and the interpo-

lated COPRA ensemble signals. Minor methodological ad-

justments are noted below wherever appropriate. The analyt-

ical workflow employed in this study is visualised in Fig. 2.

2.3.1 Time-delay embedding

The palaeoclimate records that we use in this study are

univariate 1δ18O time series containing information on

the impacts of different relevant variables from the higher-

dimensional climate system in the recording archive. For

example, an oxygen isotope record may be dominated by

a precipitation amount signal, but precipitation co-evolves

and is coupled with many other variables such as tempera-

ture, wind strength, and moisture source (Lachniet, 2009).

For performing a meaningful recurrence analysis, the time

evolution of the higher-dimensional underlying climate sys-

tem needs to be reconstructed from the available data (Mar-

wan et al., 2007). Under quite general assumptions (Tak-

ens, 1981; Kantz and Schreiber, 2004), this can be achieved

through time-delay embedding of a given detrended record

{xi}
N
i=1 (see step 3 in Fig. 2). For obtaining the reconstructed

trajectory

yi = (xi,xi+τ , . . .,xi+(m−1)τ ), (1)

the parameters embedding delay τ and embedding dimension

m have to be chosen as free parameters.

For each record, we set the embedding dimension tom= 3

as a trade-off between results of the false nearest neighbours

criterion indicating the minimum number of dynamically rel-

evant system variables (Kennel et al., 1992) and the relatively

small number N of available data points (Table 1). Moder-

ately increasingm typically leads to qualitatively similar, yet

statistically less reliable results (Donges et al., 2011a).

The embedding delay is chosen to equal the decorrelation

timescale τd (Table 2), hereafter defined as the first zero-

crossing of the auto-correlation function, in units of the aver-

age sampling time 〈1T 〉, i.e. τ = bτd/〈1T 〉c (Donges et al.,

2011a), where bxc denotes the largest integer not larger than

x. One technical problem in properly determining this value

is that proxy records, like the original speleothem records

discussed here, are generally characterised by irregular sam-

pling. This either requires an interpolation of the data (pos-

sibly leading to biased results, cf. Rehfeld et al., 2011) or

specific methods which are able to cope with such irregular
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Figure 4. Residual oxygen isotope records 1δ18O analysed in this

study (all measured in units of ‰ VPDB). The original records

listed in Table 1 have been detrended using a 1000-year moving

window (as in Donges et al., 2011a). Bond events (violet lines, Bond

et al., 1997) and RCC episodes (grey bars, Mayewski et al., 2004)

are displayed for reference.

Table 2. Decorrelation time τd of speleothem oxygen isotope

records determined as the first zero-crossing of the auto-correlation

function (ACF). The ACF was computed from the detrended time

series using a Gaussian kernel estimator applied to the original ir-

regularly sampled records (kernel bandwidth h= 〈1T 〉/4 as sug-

gested by Rehfeld et al., 2011). A sliding-window detrending was

applied with a 1000-year bandwidth for all records.

Cave name Decorrelation time τd (years)

1 Dimarshim, Yemen 100

2 Qunf, Oman 216

3 Hoti, Oman 57

4 Mawmluh, India 146

5 Tianmen, Tibet, China 90

6 Dongge, China 185

7 Lianhua, China 193

8 Heshang, China 60

9 Jiuxian, China 73

10 Liang Luar, Indonesia 135
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Decorrelation time

(years)

Figure 5. Auto-correlation function (ACF) for the Dongge resid-

ual oxygen isotope record (black solid line) computed using the

Gaussian kernel estimator by Rehfeld et al. (2011) and Rehfeld and

Kurths (2014) after subtracting millennial-scale trends by means of

a sliding-window detrending with a bandwidth of 1000 years. The

effect of dating uncertainties is illustrated by the full spread of auto-

correlation at each time delay obtained from the regularly sampled

Dongge COPRA ensemble (Sect. 2.2) using a standard ACF esti-

mator (grey shading, Brockwell and Davis, 2006). The decorrela-

tion time inferred using the Gaussian kernel estimator is indicated

by a vertical line.

sampling for estimating correlation functions (Scargle, 1989;

Babu and Stoica, 2009). In this study, we use a Gaussian ker-

nel based estimator for the auto-correlation functions (Re-

hfeld et al., 2011; Rehfeld and Kurths, 2014) to determine the

typical values for τd. Although these values can vary when

chronological uncertainties are taken into account using the

COPRA framework (Fig. 5, cf. Sect. 2.2), we use the decor-

relation time obtained from the original record for reference.

2.3.2 Recurrence network analysis

Our aim is to detect qualitative changes in palaeomonsoon

dynamics reflected in temporal variations of complexity mea-

sures computed from the proxy records. For this purpose,

we slide a window over the reconstructed climate trajectory

containing W state vectors yi , with a step size of 1W state

vectors. For rendering the results of the analysis comparable

between records with differing average sampling intervals

〈1T 〉 (this is only an issue for the original records, it does not

affect COPRA ensembles), both parameters are chosen such

that the corresponding timescales W ∗ and 1W ∗ are approx-

imately the same for all records, i.e. W = bW ∗/〈1T 〉c and

1W = b1W ∗/〈1T 〉c. We select the window sizeW ∗ = 750

years for all records. The step size is chosen as 1W ∗ = 50

years for all records. It has been shown in earlier work that

the results of recurrence network analysis (RNA) are ro-

bust with respect to variations in both window and step size

(Donges et al., 2011a).

For each window, we build a recurrence network (RN)

from the corresponding set of state vectors (Marwan et al.,

2009; Donner et al., 2010b; Donges et al., 2012) (steps 4

and 5 in Fig. 2). Nodes of this network (Boccaletti et al.,

2006; Newman, 2010; Cohen and Havlin, 2010) represent

state vectors yi from the reconstructed climate trajectory,

while links are established between state vectors that are re-

current, i.e. closer to each other in the phase space of the

reconstructed variables than a prescribed threshold distance

ε. Formally, the RN is represented by its adjacency matrix

(which can be alternatively visualised as a recurrence plot,

cf. Fig. 2):

Aij =2(ε−‖yi − yj‖)− δij . (2)

Here, 2(·) is the Heaviside function, ‖ · ‖ denotes the supre-

mum norm, and δij is Kronecker’s delta ensuring that state

vectors are not connected to themselves forming self-loops

in the RN (Donner et al., 2010b). Following generally sug-

gested good practice for recurrence network analysis (Don-

ner et al., 2010a; Marwan, 2011; Donges et al., 2012; Eroglu

et al., 2014), the threshold distance ε is adaptively chosen for

each window to ensure that approximately 5 % of all theoret-

ically possible links are present in the network.

The RN’s structure contains information on climate dy-

namics during the time interval covered by the corresponding

window. We use the statistical network quantifiers transitiv-

ity T and average path length L to capture this information,

which can be interpreted as measures of climate regularity

and abrupt dynamical change, respectively (Donges et al.,

2011a, b). High T values indicate epochs with regularly

varying climate on decadal and centennial scales, e.g. a dom-

inating periodic component in the proxy signal or time inter-

vals with stationary or slowly changing climate, while low T
values imply epochs with more-erratic (i.e. less predictable)

climate fluctuations. In contrast, extreme L values highlight

time intervals including pronounced shifts between different

climatic regimes, while intermediate L values, as defined by

the statistical test described below, point to a more stationary

climate during the corresponding epoch.

To robustly detect episodes of stability, as well as qualita-

tive changes in monsoon dynamics that are unlikely to arise

from statistical fluctuations alone, we apply the stationarity

test proposed in Donges et al. (2011a, b) for each proxy

record. From this test we obtain 90 % confidence bounds

for both quantifiers T and L indicating which range of val-

ues are typical when information from the whole record is

taken into account. Thus, for the original irregularly sampled

records we are able to identify statistically significant epochs

of non-stationarity in climate dynamics as those where T or

L lie outside the estimated confidence bounds. For evaluat-

ing the effects of dating uncertainties for a certain record,

90 % confidence bounds for both network measures are es-

timated based on combining information from all members
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of the corresponding COPRA ensemble. In the next step, we

identify significant epochs of unusual monsoon variability as

those where at least 5 % of the COPRA ensemble signals dis-

play T or L values lying outside those confidence bounds.

3 Holocene climate variability in the Asian monsoon

domain: current state of knowledge

For a long time, the Holocene has been thought of as a rel-

atively stable climatic period, since extremely strong tem-

perature fluctuations comparable to those occurring during

glacial periods have been absent. Over approximately the last

two decades, this picture has, however, distinctively changed

due to the identification of large-scale regional and even

global climate episodes, which have interrupted the gener-

ally reduced climate variability and have lasted for several

decades to centuries (Wanner et al., 2008). The climatic per-

turbations found during the Holocene are potentially relevant

factors for the development of complex human societies and

their behaviour (deMenocal, 2001).

Investigating marine records from the North Atlantic

Ocean, Bond et al. (1997, 2001) were the first to provide

evidence of a persistent cycle of ice-rafted debris in sedi-

mentary sequences. Specifically, Bond et al. (1997) identi-

fied more than eight of these Bond events (cf. Table 3), with

events B1–B8 originally dated to ca. 1.4, 2.8, 4.2, 5.9, 8.1,

9.4, 10.3, and 11.1 kaBP. Some but not all of these events

sharply coincide with periods of marked high-latitude cool-

ing and/or low-latitude aridification and possibly associated

cultural changes and large-scale migration patterns (Gupta

et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2005; Parker et al., 2006) due to

distinct local responses such as droughts, increasing stormi-

ness, or seasonality changes.

Most prominently, the 8.2 ka event is widely recognised as

the most pronounced large-scale Northern Hemisphere cool-

ing episode during the mid-Holocene (Alley et al., 1997).

Regional climate changes associated with this episode in-

clude a strengthened atmospheric circulation over the North

Atlantic and Siberia, resulting in more frequent winter out-

breaks of polar air masses (Mayewski et al., 2004). In the

lower northern latitudes, there is palaeoclimatic evidence of

widespread aridity, for example, in terms of an intermittent

interruption of the African Humid Period (deMenocal et al.,

2000), dramatically weakened summer monsoons over the

Arabian Sea and tropical Africa (Fleitmann et al., 2003; Al-

ley and Ágústsdóttir, 2005; Morrill and Jacobsen, 2005), and

persistent drought in Pakistan (Mayewski et al., 2004). In

turn, precipitation in the Middle East increased during the

8.2 ka event (Bar-Matthews et al., 2000; Arz et al., 2003),

which indicates a possible southward displacement and in-

tensification of westerlies, associated with changes of the

North Atlantic Oscillation. Moreover, regarding the regional

focus of this study, we note that in comparison with the ISM

and EASM domains, available indications for rapid climate

change around the 8.2 ka event are weaker in the AISM do-

main (Partin et al., 2007; Griffiths et al., 2009).

While the notion of Bond events refers primarily to North

Atlantic climate variability, Mayewski et al. (2004) compiled

information on global Holocene climate changes and iden-

tified several periods of significant large-scale fluctuations

based on ca. 50 globally distributed climate records from

different kinds of archives (glacier fluctuations, ice cores,

marine sediments), for which they coined the term rapid cli-

mate change (RCC) episodes. These changes appeared glob-

ally in a coherent way and were sufficiently abrupt to affect

early human societies (deMenocal, 2001; Haberle and David,

2004). In fact, several of the identified RCC episodes can be

attributed to the timing of major disruptions of civilisation

(Cullen et al., 2000; Drysdale et al., 2006; Fleitmann et al.,

2008; Baldini et al., 2002; Berkelhammer et al., 2012).

The six major Holocene RCC episodes identified by

Mayewski et al. (2004) are listed in Table 4. Notably, these

episodes partly coincide with the Bond events B0–B6.

The earliest Holocene RCC episode (RCC5) has been

termed “Glacial Aftermath” by Mayewski et al. (2004) and

has been originally attributed to a time interval between

about 9.0 and 8.0 kaBP. Notably, this episode includes the

8.2 ka event (Bond event B5), which was probably initiated

by a large meltwater pulse reducing the Atlantic thermoha-

line circulation (Broecker et al., 2010), as well as several

earlier meltwater pulses, one of which possibly triggered an-

other widespread climate anomaly at about 9.2 kaBP (Fleit-

mann et al., 2008) close to Bond event B6. In both cases, the

corresponding large-scale temperature drop in mid- to high

northern latitudes has been accompanied by a significant dry-

ing in the northern tropics reflected in several records from

the Asian monsoon domain (Mayewski et al., 2004; Fleit-

mann et al., 2008).

The following four RCC episodes (RCC4–RCC1) varied

in strength and geographical extension, but share the same

common pattern of high-latitude cooling and low-latitude

aridity. The most extensive episode lasted from about 6.0

to 5.0 kaBP (RCC4) and featured North Atlantic ice rafting

(5.9 ka or B4 event), alpine glacier advances, strengthened

westerlies, and pronounced aridity in the Arabia Peninsula

(Parker et al., 2006). In the low latitudes, it coincided with

the beginning decline of the African Humid Period (deMeno-

cal et al., 2000; Francus et al., 2013), but possibly displayed

sustained moist conditions in north-western India and Pak-

istan (Enzel et al., 1999). The 4.2–3.8 kaBP period (RCC3,

falling together with the 4.2 ka or B3 event) is commonly

weaker and less well-expressed in its global-scale character-

istics and displayed weaker winds over the North Atlantic

and Siberia and generally dryer conditions in the low lati-

tudes (for the ISM see Berkelhammer et al., 2012). Between

3.5 and 2.5 kaBP, another RCC episode (RCC2) with North

Atlantic ice rafting (Bond event B2) and strengthened west-

erlies is found, whereas the signature of the 1.2–1.0 kaBP

episode (RCC1) again widely resembles that of RCC3.
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Table 3. List of Bond events and potentially related cultural changes (selection).

No. Timing Notes and related events

(ka BP)

B0 ≈ 0.5 Little Ice Age (Esper et al., 2003, 2007)

B1 ≈ 1.4 Migration Period (Büntgen et al., 2011; Esper et al., 2003, 2007)

B2 ≈ 2.8 Initiation of Iron Age Cold Epoch (van Geel et al., 1996; Swindles et al., 2007; Plunkett and Swindles, 2008),

early third millennium BP drought in the eastern Mediterranean (Weiss, 1982; Kaniewski et al., 2008, 2010),

possibly triggering the collapse of Late Bronze Age cultures

B3 ≈ 4.2 4.2 ka event, collapse of the Akkadian Empire

(Gibbons, 1993; Weiss et al., 1993; Cullen et al., 2000; Stanley et al., 2003; Drysdale et al., 2006),

end of Egyptian Old Kingdom

B4 ≈ 5.9 5.9 ka event (Parker et al., 2006)

B5 ≈ 8.1 8.2 ka event (Alley et al., 1997; Baldini et al., 2002)

B6 ≈ 9.4 Erdalen event of glacier activity in Norway (Dahl et al., 2002; Fleitmann et al., 2008),

cold event in China (Zhou et al., 2007; Hou et al., 2012)

B7 ≈ 10.3 (Hou et al., 2012; Amigo et al., 2013)

B8 ≈ 11.1 Transition from the Younger Dryas to the boreal (Mayewski et al., 2004)

Table 4. List of Holocene rapid climate change (RCC) episodes

(Mayewski et al., 2004) including possible forcing mechanisms and

temporally associated Bond events (Table 3).

No. Timing Possible Associated

(ka BP) mechanisms Bond

events

RCC0 0.6–0.15 Reduced solar forcing, B0

volcanism

RCC1 1.2–1.0 Reduced solar forcing B1

RCC2 3.5–2.5 Reduced solar forcing B2

RCC3 4.2–3.8 Reduced solar forcing B3

RCC4 6.0–5.0 Reduced solar forcing B4

RCC5 9.0–8.0 Orbital changes, B5, B6

meltwater pulse,

volcanism

While the existence of episodes of Holocene rapid climate

changes is meanwhile widely accepted, there is an ongoing

debate about the timing and spatial coherency of these pat-

terns. For example, Wanner et al. (2008) used a different set

of palaeoclimate time series and “did not find any time pe-

riod for which a rapid or dramatic climatic transition appears

even in a majority of the time series” with the exception of

two large-scale shifts at about 5.2 kaBP and between 3.1 and

2.5 kaBP, which partly coincide with the RCC4 and RCC2

episodes reported by Mayewski et al. (2004). Another re-

cent study came to a similar result reporting that the spatio-

temporal patterns of temperature and humidity/precipitation

exhibited very strong variability during some of the most pro-

nounced Holocene cold episodes (Wanner et al., 2011). In

our opinion, these differences among recent studies do not

necessarily contradict the existence of consistent large-scale

responses of the climate system, but rather highlight the com-

plexity and possible regional variety of such changes. While

recent studies have almost exclusively focussed on changes

in the amplitudes of palaeoclimate proxies, this work ex-

amines more subtle changes in the non-linear dynamics of

palaeoclimate variability and searches for consistent patterns

related to this specific aspect.

Notably, the Holocene RCC episodes (although relatively

small in magnitude, Mayewski et al., 2004) coincide with

periods of dramatic changes in some ecosystems and hu-

man civilisations. For example, the short-lived RCC1 episode

appears synchronously with the collapse of the Maya civil-

isation, which has possibly been substantially aggravated

by multiple prolonged droughts (Haug et al., 2003; Kennett

et al., 2012). The RCC3 episode saw the demise of some of

the world’s first highly developed complex societies such as

the Akkadian Empire, Egypt’s Old Kingdom, and the Indus

Valley (Harappan) civilisation (Gibbons, 1993; Weiss et al.,

1993; Cullen et al., 2000; Stanley et al., 2003; Drysdale et al.,

2006). The time period around the 8.2 ka event was charac-

terised by an abrupt abandonment of flourishing settlements

in Anatolia and a subsequent spread of early farmers into

southern Europe, which was possibly triggered by increased

aridity in the Middle East (Weninger et al., 2006). We will

further elaborate on some important examples and their sig-

natures within the Asian monsoon system in the following

sections.

4 Results

In this section, we report our results of RN analysis for the

chosen set of Asian speleothem records, which reveal sev-

eral epochs of significant non-linear climatic change during

the Holocene. First, the results obtained by using original

age models are evaluated for their robustness with respect

to dating uncertainties. For this purpose, the well-studied
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record from the Dongge cave is used as an illustrative ex-

ample (Sect. 4.1). In the next step, we present our findings

on non-linear regime shifts in Asian palaeomonsoon vari-

ability based on the analysis of all 10 speleothem records by

means of a summary statistics (Sect. 4.2). Based on these

results, the non-linear signatures of global RCC episodes

and their regional fingerprints in the Asian monsoon domain

are discussed (Sect. 4.3). The findings are corroborated and

confirmed by a comprehensive analysis of the COPRA en-

sembles for all records, taking full account of the effects of

dating uncertainties (Sect. 4.4).

4.1 Non-linear climatic variability at Dongge cave

For illustrating our methodology in detail, in this section

we present and discuss the results of applying RN analy-

sis for detecting episodes of non-linear change in the EASM

strength during the Holocene as captured by the Dongge DA

residual oxygen isotope record (Wang et al., 2005) (Fig. 6a).

Analysing the time series using the original depth–age model

(identified as RAW in Fig. 6; RAW standing for raw data),

epochs of statistically significant deviations from typical

EASM variability are identified at 8.5–8.0, 7.4–6.7, 6.6–6.2,

5.7–5.2, 5.2–4.8, 4.9–3.9, ca. 2.6, ca. 2.2, and 0.7–0.5 kaBP

based on the quantifiers average path length L and transi-

tivity T (Fig. 6b and c). Note that while both measures agree

on some of the identified epochs, they provide partly comple-

mentary information on non-linear fluctuations in the consid-

ered time series (see Sect. 2.3) and, hence, are not expected

to yield fully overlapping epochs of significant nonstationar-

ities.

A similar study of the COPRA ensemble of time series

generated to include effects of dating uncertainties reveals

epochs of atypical non-linear monsoon variability at 8.2–

6.7, 4.8–3.9, and ca. 3.0 kaBP (Fig. 6b and c). The major

episodes of climatic change identified by the measure L at

8.2–8.0, 7.4–6.7, and 4.9–3.9 kaBP in the original record

are confirmed by analysing the associated COPRA ensemble

(Fig. 6b). While this is not as clearly the case for the measure

T (Fig. 6c), some common features can still be identified. In

particular, the epoch of significantly increased climate reg-

ularity between 4.5 and 4.2 kaBP is present in the COPRA

results as a distinguishable peak (note the scale of typical

variations in T ), albeit not a significant one.

These results illustrate that while dating uncertainties can

have an effect on the results of RN analysis, major epochs

of non-linear change in monsoon variability are robust fea-

tures. Hence, in the following we first present the results for

the original records and then proceed to evaluate their relia-

bility based on a comprehensive analysis of the full COPRA

ensemble associated to each record. In the remainder of this

work, we focus our discussion on epochs that can be iden-

tified in both the original records and the COPRA ensem-

bles. In other words, we search for a compromise between

studying the original isotopic signal while ignoring dating

Figure 6. Effects of dating uncertainties on the results of RN anal-

ysis for the Dongge DA residual oxygen isotope record (COPRA).

Data and results for the original Dongge record (RAW) are also dis-

played for reference (data and results have been shifted vertically

to larger values for readability, compare Figs. 7 and 8). (a) Resid-

ual oxygen isotope ratio after detrending, (b) RN average path

length L, and (c) RN transitivity T . Median (thick coloured lines)

and 90 % confidence intervals (coloured shading and thin coloured

lines) from an ensemble of 100 time series realisations of the CO-

PRA algorithm for transferring dating uncertainties to uncertain-

ties in proxy values and, hence, in RN measures are shown. The

values of RN measures expected for the predominant dynamical

regime from all COPRA realisations are indicated by the 90 % con-

fidence bounds from a stationarity test (horizontal coloured bands

in panels b and c, cf. Donges et al., 2011a). Epochs of atypical cli-

matic variability (regime shifts) are indicated by filled-in dark blue

and dark green areas, respectively. Bond events (bullets) and RCC

episodes (grey bands) are displayed for reference.

uncertainties and analysing an ensemble of interpolated iso-

topic signals under consideration of dating uncertainties, ac-

knowledging that interpolation can introduce artefacts into

RN analysis, as it does for any method of time series analy-

sis (Rehfeld et al., 2011).

Note that conceptually, T and L are independent quan-

tities. They may be correlated for some segments of a time

series, but they do not need to be. This is because T measures

the regularity of a time series (segment), whileL can be inter-

preted as a measure for changes between different dynamic

regimes within the considered time series segment. Large de-

viations of L from the baseline state indicate the presence of

regime shifts within the considered segment. Values of L that

are consistent with the baseline state point to a more station-

ary climate in the sense that there are no pronounced regime

shifts within the considered segment. For example, consider

the time period 7.0–8.0 ka BP for the Dongge DA record

(Fig. 6), where both T and L are large and significantly out-

side the baseline state for the COPRA ensemble. This co-

incidence can be interpreted by first observing that large T
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indicates that monsoon variability was predominantly regu-

lar during this epoch (e.g. note the smaller noise level in the

time series during the early Holocene as compared to the data

for the late Holocene). In turn, large L values indicate the

presence of, albeit regularly occurring, regime shifts, e.g. be-

tween climatic states of different amplitude levels as they are

evident in the time series data between 7.0 and 8.0 ka BP. In

other words, the co-occurrence of large T and L is evidence

against the possibility of an irregular switching between dif-

ferent climatic regimes.

As a general observation, there is a notable downward

trend of both measures L and T towards the present in the

COPRA ensemble pointing, e.g. towards a decrease in the

regularity of monsoon variability throughout the Holocene

that is less obvious in the results derived from the original

Dongge DA record (Fig. 6b and c). These enhanced trends

in the RN characteristics obtained from the COPRA ensem-

ble could be related to a heterogeneous sampling density of

the record, due to which interpolation to a common regular

temporal reference framework would introduce a degree of

smoothness that varies with age.

The epochs of atypical variability of EASM strength iden-

tified in the Dongge DA record notably coincide with several

RCC episodes (and their associated Bond events), namely the

8.2 ka event (RCC5), RCC2–4, and RCC0 (Fig. 6 and Ta-

bles 3 and 4). Below we discuss these findings in detail by

taking into account a larger set of palaeoclimate records that

capture the dynamics of all relevant branches of the Asian

summer monsoon system.

4.2 Multi-record analysis of palaeomonsoon dynamics

RN analysis of the considered 10 speleothem records reveals

distinct time intervals which display very unusual dynam-

ics (regarding the stationarity test described in Sect. 2.3.2

and Donges et al., 2011a, b). Figures 7 and 8 show the full

variability of transitivity T and average path length L for all

considered records (raw data) that will be discussed in detail

below. Figure 9a gives the fractions nT and nL of all avail-

able records Nr exhibiting unusual dynamics as revealed by

RN analysis as a function of time. Note that before about

10 kaBP and after about 1 kaBP, the number of available

records in this study is strongly reduced, so that we cannot

draw any statistically substantiated conclusions about non-

linear climate variability during these intervals. Even more,

since age control of all records is clearly limited in the older

part of all records, we do not further discuss events found

before 10 kaBP (i.e. in the early Holocene) at this point. The

same applies to the results of the corresponding COPRA en-

sembles displayed in Fig. 10.

A significance test is devised to evaluate the robustness

and validity of these results summarised in the statistics nT
and nL. First, we observe that the fraction of records n show-

ing atypical climatic variability in a certain time interval de-

pends on the total number of recordsNr available at that time

Figure 7. Time evolution of an indicator of rapid qualitative dy-

namical change (RN average path length L) in monsoon strength

fluctuations obtained from a sliding window analysis of the residual

oxygen isotope records displayed in Fig. 4 (using the original pub-

lished age models without taking dating uncertainties into account).

The predominant dynamical regime or baseline state is marked by

90 % confidence bounds from a stationarity test (horizontal light

blue bands). Deviations from this baseline indicate epochs (regime

shifts) of significant climatic change (filled-in dark blue areas).

Bond events (violet lines) and RCC episodes (grey bands) are dis-

played for reference.

(Fig. 9a). For example, if Nr is small, it is more likely that n

is large because a single record possibly randomly indicating

an episode of atypical climatic variability at that time suffices

to strongly increase n. Secondly, n also depends on the prob-

ability distribution pi(l) of the length l of such episodes for

each record i. To control for these effects, we randomly gen-

erate 1000 binary surrogates independently for each record

and both measuresL and T . These surrogates are constrained

to have the same temporal coverage and length distribution

of episodes of atypical climate variability pi(l) as obtained

from the original record. Note the simplifying assumption

of statistical independence of the underlying palaeoclimate

records with respect to pi(l). Considering statistical interde-

pendencies between the records in this analysis, which could

be due to common solar forcing and climatic interconnec-
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Figure 8. Time evolution of the regularity (RN transitivity T ) of

variations in monsoon strength obtained as in Fig. 7. The predom-

inant dynamical regime or baseline state is marked by 90 % confi-

dence bounds from a stationarity test (horizontal light green bands).

Deviations from this baseline indicate epochs (regime shifts) with

significantly enhanced or diminished climate regularity (filled-in

dark green areas). Bond events (violet lines) and RCC episodes

(grey bands) are displayed for reference.

tions in the Asian monsoon system, remains a task for future

research.

From these surrogates, a probability distribution p(n) is

computed at each time step. This distribution of the frac-

tion of records showing atypical climate variability that is

expected to occur by chance alone allows us to judge dur-

ing which epochs the overall climate dynamics as reflected

in all records was indeed extraordinary. We consider those

epochs as significant large-scale deviations from typical cli-

mate variability on the continental scale (marked by filled-in

dark blue and dark green areas in panels b and c of Figs. 9

and 10, respectively), for which the probability to observe

the n obtained from the observed records (based on origi-

nal depth–age models or COPRA ensembles) by chance is

smaller than 10 %, corresponding to a confidence level of

90 % (grey lines in panels b and c of Figs. 9 and 10). Note

that due to the discrete nature of the observable n, it is rea-

sonable to also consider epochs with marginally significant

Figure 9. Summary statistics showing continental-scale monsoonal

regime shifts obtained from all detrended raw palaeoclimate records

(Figs. 4, 7 and 8): (a) number of records Nr in this study giving in-

formation on monsoon variability in each considered time interval.

(b, c) Fraction of records nL (blue), nT (green) exhibiting non-

typical dynamics regarding the RN characteristics L (b, indicat-

ing dynamical changes) and T (c, indicating epochs of particular

(in)stability). Epochs of significant climatic change on continental

scales are marked in dark blue and dark green, respectively. Grey

lines in panels (b, c) indicate the fractions of records with atypi-

cal dynamics that might arise due to chance (90 % confidence level;

see the main text for a detailed description of the underlying signif-

icance test).

Figure 10. As in Fig. 9, but based on the COPRA ensembles of all

considered palaeoclimate records.

values of n, where the probability to observe the n obtained

from the original records by chance is equal to 10 %. It is im-

portant to clearly differentiate between the statistically robust

continental-scale epochs of deviations from typical monsoon

variability that are found in several speleothem records (as
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introduced in this section) and the local signatures of atypi-

cal climate dynamics identified in individual time series from

a single location (methodology given in Sect. 2.3.2).

4.3 Non-linear variability changes and RCC episodes

As a general observation, between about 10 ka and 1 kaBP,

we observe that nL in particular (but to a smaller extent also

nT , cf. Fig. 9b and c) displays apparently cyclic behaviour

with an approximate return period of ca. 1–1.5 ky, which re-

sembles the known cyclicity of Bond events. However, we

emphasise that although there are some coincidences, the

overall synchronicity is not perfect, suggesting that strong

episodic high-latitude forcing alone is not a good predic-

tor for the emergence of these time intervals. Further work

is needed to support these findings based on additional data

sources and quantitative analysis as well as to understand the

underlying mechanisms behind the possibly (quasi-) cyclic

changes in Asian monsoon complexity during the Holocene.

4.3.1 Indications for non-linear regime shifts

We observe that those periods that include a significant frac-

tion nL of records with unusual L values agree well with

RCC episodes (Fig. 9b). Such epochs of non-linear mon-

soonal regime shifts on a continental scale identified by our

test are found at 8.5–7.9, 7.5–7.2, 5.7–5.0, 4.1–3.9, and 3.0–

2.4 kaBP. We note that only in one case (B2), these peri-

ods coincide with the timing of high-latitude Bond events,

whereas four out of five are contained within the RCC

episodes reported by Mayewski et al. (2004). The only no-

table exception is the time interval between 7.5 and 7.2 kaBP

identified by our approach.

From the RN analysis of the individual records (cf. Fig. 7),

we can draw some preliminary conclusions about the signif-

icance and possible spatial extent of the observed non-linear

regime shifts on a regional scale:

– the time period from 8.5 to 7.9 kaBP is significant in

the Liang Luar (before about 8.2 kaBP), Dongge (8.5–

7.9 kaBP), Mawmluh (8.3–7.9 kaBP), Hoti (8.0 kaBP),

and Qunf records (8.3–7.9 kaBP). This suggests that the

AISM and EASM branches could have been affected

by the same underlying mechanism before dynamical

changes arose in the ISM branch.

– The interval between 7.5 and 7.2 kaBP exhibits sig-

nificant values of L for the records from Qunf, Hoti,

Mawmluh, Tianmen, and Dongge caves, but not from

Heshang or Liang Luar. Taken together, the possible

regime shift mainly affected the Indian Ocean monsoon

(IOM)/ISM branch of the Asian monsoon and did not

exhibit marked signatures in the EASM branch, par-

ticularly towards the northern end of its domain. Note

that the Dongge cave is the southernmost record in the

EASM domain. Therefore, the monsoon dynamics at

this location could have been more easily modified by

possible influence of the BB branch of the ISM than the

more northern sites in China.

– Significant deviations of L from the baseline state be-

tween 5.7 and 5.0 kaBP are found in all records with

data convering this time interval with the exception of

the Heshang speleotherm, which is probably due to the

relatively poor resolution of the latter. In fact, there is

some evidence of a sequence of different events. For

example, the final stage of the considered time inter-

val at about 5.0 kaBP is best expressed in the Tianmen,

Lianhua, and Jiuxian cave records, indicating that this

time interval saw modifications of mainly EASM dy-

namics. The significance level of the Tianmen record

points to some unusually strong westward propagations

of these modifications towards western China and Tibet.

In turn, the ISM and AISM branches appear largely un-

affected in their dynamical characteristics. In contrast,

between 5.7 and 5.4 kaBP, we see clear indications of

regime shifts at Mawmluh, Tianmen, Dongge, Lianhua,

and Liang Luar, as well as a weak signature at Qunf,

suggesting that all the Asian monsoon branches have

been affected by that time.

– The period between 4.1 and 3.9 kaBP displays a high

significance level at Qunf, together with lower yet sig-

nificant L values at Dongge and Heshang caves. Inter-

estingly, the records from Lianhua and Liang Luar caves

also show significant deviations from baseline values,

but towards smaller instead of larger ones, indicating

that the corresponding changes in the dynamical be-

haviour display an opposing signature. Since the record

from the northernmost cave Jiuxian does not display

marked dynamical changes, the underlying regime shift

seems to be concentrated at lower latitudes.

– Finally, the time interval 3.0–2.4 kaBP shows indica-

tions for non-linear regime shifts in most records, with

the strongest effects observed in the northernmost caves.

This finding suggests a relationship with the progres-

sive weakening of the ISM and EASM throughout the

Holocene, which led to a marked decrease of precipi-

tation in northern central China especially over the last

4 ky (Cai et al., 2010).

4.3.2 Changes in climate regularity

Compared with L, the RN transitivity T exhibits a similar,

yet less-pronounced cyclic variability (Fig. 9c). In particu-

lar, nT displays periods with a significant fraction of records

showing a non-typical degree of dynamic regularity on a con-

tinental scale at 9.7–9.0, ca. 8.5, 8.0–7.9, 5.7–5.6, ca. 5.0,

3.9–3.7, 2.9–2.4, and 1.7–1.3 kaBP. Most of these periods

overlap partially with RCC episodes, with the exception of

the first and last ones, which are, however, only marginally
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significant. Figure 8 shows that almost all significant values

of T are found above the baseline confidence range, indi-

cating that unusually regular variability occurred more fre-

quently than unusually irregular conditions (Donges et al.,

2011b).

Regarding the spatial extent and regional signatures of

these particularly regular phases, the obtained picture is

more ambiguous than that for L as an indicator of general

dynamical regime shifts. The 8.5 kaBP window only dis-

plays significant transitivity at Liang Luar. For the period of

8.0–7.9 kaBP, we find significant values of T only for the

Mawmluh and Hoti caves, not in the Qunf record which is lo-

cated in between. At 5.7–5.6 kaBP, significant RN transitiv-

ities arise in the Tianmen, Dongge, and Liang Luar records,

prohibiting reasonable speculation about possible underlying

mechanisms. The same applies to the 3.9–3.7 kaBP interval

with significant results only at Qunf, Liang Luar, and Jiuxian.

Around 2.9 kaBP and between 2.6 and 2.4 kaBP, we find sig-

nificantly increased values of T at Dimarshim, Heshang, and

Jiuxian caves, in the latter time period also at Lianhua.

Interestingly, between 8.5–7.9 and 5.7–5.0 ka BP the

record from tropical Liang Luar cave displays significant

minima of L (Fig. 7), while northern ISM and EASM sites

show significant maxima of L. This opposing behaviour is

accompanied by significant maxima of T at Liang Luar, re-

flecting quiet or less-erratic climatic dynamics. This coin-

cidence might hint at a climatic disturbance in the higher

latitudes, while climatic conditions in tropical southern lati-

tudes remained rather stable. For example, the regime shift at

Dongge cave indicated by large L between 8.5 and 7.9 kaBP

goes along with baseline values of T that do not point to an

exceptionally regular climate variability there. This finding

hints at a northern origin of the disturbing mechanism, thus

corroborating our suggestion of a connection between high-

latitude Bond events and monsoon climate. The influence of

Bond events appears to diminish from Europe towards tropi-

cal southern Asia. It is thus possible that the connection is re-

alised via a modulation of Northern Hemisphere atmospheric

circulation.

As a general limitation for the interpretation of the re-

ported results, we emphasise that RN transitivity is related

to the dynamic regularity of a time series. Since the periods

of reduced or regularised monsoon dynamics can be expected

to be relatively short in comparison with the applied window

size (restricted by the temporal resolution of the available

records), it is very likely that some possibly relevant features

are masked by normal conditions prior to and after these pe-

riods. Hence, only the most pronounced of such signatures

can be detected at all. This limitation calls for the future use

of records with an even higher, at best annual, temporal reso-

lution and also for more precise age control compared to the

records used in this study.

4.4 Consideration of dating uncertainties

The results obtained using the COPRA framework applied to

all considered speleothem records differ to some extent from

those for the original time series (Fig. 10). One main rea-

son for this is the definition of a significant episode, which

is based on the distributions of RN characteristics obtained

for each record. Comparing Figs. 9 and 10 reveals that the

observed fractions of significant records based on nL and nT
are considerably higher in the case of the COPRA ensembles.

We note that this larger number is related to the rather con-

servative assumption for defining significance levels for each

individual data set used in our computations. The resulting

difference is particularly strong for nL, where the previously

observed cyclicity is almost completely lost, and values are

above 0.6 for almost the entire time period under investiga-

tion.

In accordance with the limitations arising from the afore-

mentioned observation, we again find periods with a signifi-

cant fraction of records showing marked deviations of the RN

measures from baseline values. With respect to nL we de-

tect epochs of unusual change in monsoon variability at 9.9–

9.7, 9.3–6.7, 6.0–5.0, 4.2–3.4, and 3.2–3.0 kaBP (Fig. 10b).

Considering nT , episodes of extraordinary (ir)regularity of

monsoon dynamics are identified at 9.2–6.5, 5.7–4.9, 4.0–

3.8, 3.3–2.5, and 2.4–2.3 kaBP (Fig. 10c). Importantly, most

of these epochs obtained under systematic consideration of

dating uncertainties overlap largely with the corresponding

episodes of unusual monsoon dynamics that were revealed

based on the original depth–age models (Sect. 4.3). This in-

dicates that our results can be considered robust with respect

to dating uncertainties. The detailed results for all records are

provided in Appendix A.

Interestingly, both nL and nT show maximum values of

1 indicating the presence of non-linear regime shifts and ex-

traordinary levels of regularity throughout the entire time in-

terval between 9.0 and 8.2 kaBP. As already discussed for

the Dongge record (Sect. 4.1), this effect is at least partly due

to the larger age uncertainty in the older parts of the studied

speleothem sequences ranging back to this period of time.

It increases the effect of interpolation within the COPRA

ensembles and, hence, induces a greater degree of regular-

ity. However, since we have already observed corresponding

episodes using the original depth–age models, we conclude

that this result should not be discarded as being solely artifi-

cially induced by COPRA.

In general, using COPRA ensembles holds great potential

for refining the results of our analysis as well as other types

of time series analysis techniques that could be applied to

palaeoclimate proxy data. However, the corresponding strat-

egy for defining significant periods for individual records

needs to be carefully chosen in a more rigorous way than

in the present work. A disadvantage of the proposed frame-

work is that generating ensembles of COPRA realisations

and determining the significance of the results of RN anal-
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ysis for each ensemble member by means of bootstrapping

techniques is computationally expensive. Moreover, as our

results indicate, a heterogeneous density of sampling points

along the considered sequence can lead to a varying strength

of interpolation-induced artefacts due to the COPRA method,

which calls for more-sophisticated statistical tests taking this

fact explicitly into account. Therefore, we leave this as an

open problem to be addressed in future work.

5 Potential climatic impacts on human societies

In this section, we provide a review of the available litera-

ture on potential climatic impacts on ancient human societies

during the mid-to-late Holocene in Asia. Having investigated

previously known long-term variations as well as the dynam-

ical transitions identified in this work within the Asian mon-

soon domain, we can now relate not just the general mean

environmental conditions (e.g. arid vs. humid climate), but

also their temporal variability, to possible consequences for

the development of early cultures in the region of interest. In

this section, we elaborate on such potential linkages between

the spatio-temporal pattern of different RCC episodes, their

respective environmental impacts, and known transitions in

the archaeological record. We particularly focus on the spa-

tial component, i.e. the signature of climatic changes and dy-

namics in disperse regions. Unlike previous studies focussing

on the mean climatic conditions and changes thereof, we ex-

plicitly consider the role of regularity in the interannual mon-

soon dynamics. This novel aspect provides an important ad-

ditional factor determining the environmental basis for pop-

ulation growth, migration, and cultural development.

Figure 11 provides a regionally resolved overview of the

timing of inferred non-linear monsoonal regime shifts rel-

ative to known pre-historic societal events. As is addition-

ally discussed in more detail below on more local scales,

this summary provides indications that climatic changes may

have repeatedly played a critical role in societal development

in the Asian monsoon domain. Most of these potential im-

pacts were closely related to rainfall amount and seasonality,

determining the water availability for agricultural purposes

in vast parts of the considered regions. Reductions of tem-

perature also possibly fostered societal changes and migra-

tion in regions where minimum temperatures pose a crucial

limit to crop cultivation (e.g. in northern central to western

China). Beyond the longer-term mean climatic conditions,

monsoon dynamics could have played a key role in the devel-

opment and persistence of prehistoric human cultures. On the

one hand, very strong intra-annual variability of precipitation

could relate to pronounced extremes limiting the habitability

of the landscape outside the fertile river valleys. On the other

hand, erratic interannual changes of monsoon strength relate

to frequent drought periods limiting the population that could

subsist in the affected region and fostering conflicts between

communities. It should be noted that in this study, limited

temporal and spatial resolution of the available climatic and

archaeological data prohibit the quantitative analysis of sta-

tistical interrelationships between events from both domains

using techniques such as coincidence analysis (Donges et al.,

2011b). Therefore, the findings reported here necessarily re-

main hypothetical.

5.1 Arabian Peninsula

The cultural phases in the southern Arabian Peninsula dis-

play a striking synchronicity with changes in environmental

conditions. As we will detail below, the results of our RN

analysis of the Qunf and Dimarshim records support a pic-

ture of transitions of prehistoric societies following climatic

changes, which is consistent with earlier findings (Parker

et al., 2006).

The first known fully established prehistoric cultures in

the Arabian Peninsula developed in the fertile north-eastern

plains of Mesopotamia (Ubaid period, 8.5–5.8 kaBP, see

Carter and Philip, 2010), but did not reach far enough south

to be directly influenced by changes of the Asian monsoon

until ca. 6.5 kaBP. This observation is in line with the fact

that the periods between ca. 8.5 and 7.9 and between 7.5

and 7.0 kaBP were characterised by marked changes in the

dynamical IOM patterns (see Sect. 4.3, Fig. 7b, c), which

could have provided an environmental obstacle for sustain-

able population growth and the early southward expansion

of the Ubaid culture. Notably, the timing of the latter period

coincides well with a known sharp break in the number of

settlements in the Egyptian Sahara around 7.3 kaBP, while

Neolithic and predynastic farming communities began flour-

ishing in the Nile Valley at about the same time (Kuper and

Kröpelin, 2006). Taken together, the cultural developments

in the Arabian Peninsula and the adjacent part of north-east

Africa indicate that environmental conditions outside the fer-

tile banks and flood plains of great rivers may have been in-

sufficient for sustained and developed human population –

likely due to low (and less regular) rainfall.

Only in its later stages (after about 6.5 kaBP), charac-

terised by intense and rapid urbanisation in Mesopotamia,

can Ubaid artifacts be traced along the Persian Gulf to Oman.

The available archaeological record indicates an abrupt end

of this period in the eastern Arabian Peninsula and the Mu-

sandam Peninsula. From the IOM perspective, the values of

our RN measure L (Fig. 7b) reveal more unstable ISM con-

ditions and, hence, environmental conditions at about 5.7

and 5.0 kaBP, which could have again been less favourable

for agriculture, although the corresponding indications are

only weakly seen in the Qunf record. Indeed, this time inter-

val was characterised by a general climatic drying trend ex-

pressed by lowering lake levels and dune reactivation (Parker

et al., 2006), possibly related with the 5.9 ka high-latitude

cooling event B4 (Sect. 3). The sustained aridity led to the

development of a semi-desert nomadic culture, with very few

indications of human inhabitation in vast parts of the south-
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Figure 11. Regional monsoonal regime shifts relative to cultural change and migratory events in the Arabian Peninsula, India, south-east

Asia, and China during the mid-to-late Holocene. Non-linear regime shifts revealed by the RN measures average path length and transitivity

are indicated by blue and green bands (extended shifts > 100 years) and stars (short shifts < 100 years), respectively. These episodes are

obtained by regionally aggregating the results presented in Figs. 7 and 8, assigning cave records to different monsoon branches as in Table 1.

For the region of India, question marks signal a lack of data from suitable published speleothem palaeoclimate records for the time after

4 ka BP. Reported abrupt establishments or terminations of human cultures are marked by black stars.

eastern Arabian Peninsula for about one millennium (Uerp-

mann, 2003).

After the demise of the Ubaid culture and the subsequent

“Dark Millennium”, the copper age Hafit culture flourished

between about 5.4–5.2 and 4.5 kaBP in the south-eastern part

of the Arabian Peninsula (Potts, 1993; Parker et al., 2006).

There is repeated evidence of another century-scale dry-

ing/cooling event at around 5.2 kaBP (Bar-Matthews et al.,

1997; Lemcke and Sturm, 1997; Cullen et al., 2000; Staub-

wasser and Weiss, 2006), which might have played a key role

in cultural changes associated with urbanisation and coloni-

sation in the late Mesopotamian Uruk civilisation (Weiss,

2000, and references therein). Having only the Qunf record

available for this time period, our present analysis does not

provide any additional information regarding the associated

mechanisms of climatic changes, either because rapid dy-

namical changes were absent or because these have not been

recorded in the considered archive for whatever reason.

The subsequent centuries (ca. 5.0–4.5 kaBP) also do not

display any significant indications of regime shifts in mon-

soon dynamics according to our RN analysis (Fig. 11). This

situation may thus have provided sufficiently stable humid

conditions for establishing developed cultures in the south-

eastern Arabian Peninsula. From the archaeological perspec-

tive, this climatic period partially overlaps with the early

bronze age in the southern Arabian Peninsula, where the

Hafit culture was successively replaced by the Umm an-

Nar culture (about 4.7–4.0 kaBP). The latter developed flour-

ishing trade with Sumer and the Indus Valley civilisation

(Boivin et al., 2010), particularly that based on intense cop-

per mining.

Proceeding further in time, the results of our RN analy-

sis demonstrate that the known large-scale RCC3 episode
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after 4.2 kaBP (Sect. 3) was followed by a time interval of

marked monsoon instability between 4.1 and 3.9 kaBP visi-

ble in the Qunf record. This coincides with the archaeolog-

ical finding that around 4.2 kaBP, the Umm an-Nar culture

underwent sudden changes in settlement pattern and pot-

tery style and was finally replaced by the Wadi Suq cul-

ture (4.0–3.6 kaBP) (Parker et al., 2006). Available archae-

ological evidence points to a successive decline, which goes

along with the collapse of the Indus Valley culture and sub-

sequent loss of direct trade relationships with Mesopotamia

around 3.8 kaBP (Boivin et al., 2010). Notably, the cultural

decline in the southern Arabian Peninsula started at about

the same time (ca. 4.2–4.1 kaBP) as the collapse of the

Akkadian Empire, the abandonment of agricultural plains in

northern Mesopotamia and strong migration into southern

Mesopotamia (Weiss et al., 1993; Kerr, 1998; Cullen et al.,

2000; deMenocal et al., 2000; Berkelhammer et al., 2012).

Resettlement of the northern plains of Mesopotamia (with

smaller population) took place only after about 3.9 kaBP,

a period exhibiting wide-spread agricultural change in the

Middle East (Riehl, 2008).

The order and extent of the cultural changes and migration

patterns in the northern Arabian Peninsula around 4 kaBP are

compatible with a severe weakening of the ISM associated

with a sequence of abrupt climatic changes (Fig. 7b) point-

ing to a persistent dynamic reorganisation of atmospheric

circulation around the Arabian Peninsula lasting for several

centuries. In such a case, the ISM would have propagated

far less northward, leading to a dramatic decrease in sum-

mer rainfall in the northern Arabian Peninsula. In turn, this

region would have depended much more on winter precip-

itation (snow) delivered by the westerlies. As a result, one

can expect that human settlements would have been con-

centrated along the rivers that transport meltwater from the

mountains during summertime, which is consistent with the

migratory patterns described before. Supporting this expla-

nation, palaeoclimatic data indeed point to dramatic changes

in precipitation patterns associated with the Arabian Sea

branch of the ISM, whereas there is no indication of marked

temperature changes in the adjacent Arabian Sea (Doose-

Rolinski et al., 2001) around 4.2 kaBP. Moreover, this pe-

riod of weakened ISM is consistent with numerous findings

pointing to a centennial-scale drought affecting a large re-

gion from northern Africa and the Mediterranean over the

Middle East to India (Gasse and Campo, 1994; Arz et al.,

2006; Bar-Matthews et al., 1997; Bar-Matthews and Ayalon,

2011; Lemcke and Sturm, 1997; Staubwasser et al., 2003).

After the end of the middle Wadi Suq culture around

3.6 kaBP, late bronze age cultures were established (3.6–

3.3 kaBP, see Parker et al., 2006), with only a few settle-

ments being identified by archaeologists so far. Neither the

Qunf nor Dimarshim cave exhibit any marked dynamical

changes or tendencies towards exceptionally regular or irreg-

ular dynamics for the subsequent centuries (Figs. 7a, b and

8a, b), indicating stable climatic conditions fostering the es-

tablishment of developed cultures. Indeed, the period 3.3–

2.3 kaBP corresponds to the iron age in the region (Parker

et al., 2006). Up to ca. 2.6 kaBP, this epoch is characterised

by a renewed growth of population fostered by new inven-

tions such as underground irrigation systems (Magee, 1998;

Parker et al., 2006) and the domestication of dromedaries

(Peters, 1997). This suggests that the dominating culture was

able to adapt to generally arid conditions during this period.

Specifically, the use of dromedaries allowed an intensifica-

tion of land trade, contributing to the rise of civilisation in

the southern Arabian Peninsula (Parker et al., 2006). Around

2.8 kaBP, the kingdoms of Saba’, Ma’in, Qataban, Ausan,

Hadramaut, and others emerged, engaging in sea trade with

India and eastern Africa and spreading Arab culture far to-

wards the north. The Dimarshim record reveals a sequence

of further regime shifts between 3.0 and 2.5 kaBP (Fig. 7a)

corresponding to intermittent periods with relatively regu-

lar variability of the monsoon (as shown by T , cf. Fig. 8a),

which could have additionally fostered the cultural develop-

ments within this period.

In summary, there have been ample factors affecting

the cultural development in the southern Arabian Peninsula

(such as the availability of developed trade partners and the

relevance of different trade “modes”). However, the variabil-

ity of environmental conditions – in terms of both the mean

climate state and the dynamics on interannual to possibly

intra-annual scales – has obviously played a key role in the

rise and fall of different cultures on the Arabian Peninsula

within the last 10 ky. In particular, water availability (and,

hence, amount, seasonality, and regularity of monsoon pre-

cipitation) has been confirmed by our analysis as a crucial

factor affecting the stability of early human societies in this

region.

5.2 India

Present-day knowledge about early Indian history demon-

strates that varying environmental conditions associated with

the strength and stability of the ISM have played a vital role

in fostering cultural growth and development. More specifi-

cally, regime shifts in ISM variability, and particularly ISM

failures, triggered periods of large-scale migration. In the fol-

lowing, we discuss in detail the potential relationships be-

tween the climatic changes as identified in this work and cul-

tural development.

Stone age human population in southern Asia is docu-

mented by a large body of archaeological evidence (Kulke

and Rothermund, 2004). Early indications of Neolithic settle-

ments practising farming and herding can be found in west-

ern Pakistan, especially at the Mehrgarh site, dating to at

least ca. 9.0 kaBP (Possehl, 2002; Brooks, 2006). Around

7.5 kaBP, the first ceramics appear, later accompanied by

the increasing use of copper. However, the currently avail-

able archaeological record is too sparse to draw any specific

conclusions about possible climatically triggered changes in
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the early to mid-Holocene. Our present study suggests a rela-

tively high degree of regularity of monsoon variability (as ex-

pressed in terms of T for the Mawmluh record (Fig. 8d) be-

tween ca. 8.5 and 7.0 kaBP, but also the presence of marked

climatic changes prior to ca. 8.0 kaBP as revealed by L
(Fig. 7d).

While several millennia of continuous mid-Holocene in-

habitation of western Pakistan has been documented, the first

developed farming communities appeared after 6.3 kaBP

(Brooks, 2006). The period between 5.5 and 5.0 kaBP ex-

perienced a sequence of different relatively short-lived cul-

tural periods, followed by the transition to bronze age (Kulke

and Rothermund, 2004). This sequence of cultural epochs

between 6.0 and 5.0 kaBP could have been affected by rel-

atively unstable ISM dynamics revealed by our RN analysis

(Figs. 7d, e) by requiring a step-wise development for adapt-

ing to ongoing changes of environmental conditions.

After 5.0 kaBP, the first cities associated with the In-

dus Valley (Harappan) civilisation appeared (Possehl, 2002;

Singh, 2008), taking cultural and economic preeminence

over the entire region. Regarding our RN analysis, the ab-

sence of significant periods in our RN measure L for the

Mawmluh and Qunf records between about 5.0 and 4.1 kaBP

(Figs. 7d, e) indicate a period of environmental conditions

lacking strong abrupt changes. This relatively stable climate

dynamics would have allowed adaptation of the culture fol-

lowed by sustained growth. With the emergence of new cen-

tral cities in the Indus Valley, other former cultural centres

like Mehrgarh or Kalibangan lost their societal importance

and were abandoned after about 4.6 kaBP, marking the be-

ginning of the mature Harappan phase (Kulke and Rother-

mund, 2004). Around 4.5 kaBP, planned cities like Harappa

and Mohenjo Daro testified a comparably high level of civili-

sation, including sewage systems, bath houses and harbours.

One main aspect of this fast innovation was the use of the

Indus River for inundation-based farming and transporta-

tion, making the Harappan culture the first in southern Asia

to develop sustained trade relationships over a large region

(Singh, 2008).

It has to be noted that the Harappan agriculture ultimately

relied on inundation/rain-based farming and did probably not

perform large-scale canal irrigation (Giosan et al., 2012).

Hence, the Harappan cities exhibited an intimate link with

the ISM and depended on seasonal water supply of the In-

dus. Only a few perennial glacier-fed rivers contributed sig-

nificantly to the overall discharge (Giosan et al., 2012). From

a climatic perspective, the rise of the Indus Valley civilisation

occurred in parallel with the gradual decrease of monsoon

precipitation starting already about 5.0 kaBP (Enzel et al.,

1999), reaching its temporary minimum only after 4.0 kaBP.

The reduction of seasonal rainfall was probably a key factor

fostering the successive increase of inundation-based farm-

ing and a dense population of the fertile river banks (Giosan

et al., 2012).

At about 4.2 kaBP (i.e. at about the same time as in vast

parts of the northern hemispheric subtropics), geological

records reveal a strong reduction of Indus River discharge

(Staubwasser et al., 2003) together with increased dust flux

from the northern Arabian Peninsula (Enzel et al., 1999). Re-

cent results based on speleothem records suggest that the cor-

responding changes were rapid (i.e. on decadal timescales)

(Berkelhammer et al., 2012). The results of RN analysis for

the Mawmluh cave are consistent with this viewpoint, indi-

cating abrupt dynamical changes in the precipitation regime

after ca. 4.2 kaBP. Staubwasser et al. (2003) suggest a weak-

ening of westerlies as a key component of observed environ-

mental change, leading to a modification in the seasonality of

the ISM and, taken together, a significant reduction in annual

rainfall. Such a complex ISM–westerlies teleconnection is

also reflected in present-day meteorological conditions as re-

vealed by non-linear climate network analyses (Malik et al.,

2010, 2012). However, a strong reduction of the ISM (pen-

etrating far less northwards over the Arabian Peninsula) in-

dependent of the westerlies would possibly be sufficient for

explaining the pattern associated with this RCC3 episode be-

tween the Arabian Peninsula and India.

The intense aridity after 4.2 kaBP lead to south-eastward

habitat shifts within the Harappan cultural domain and cul-

minated in the full collapse of the culture and its transfor-

mation from a highly organised urban to a post-urban phase

around 3.9 kaBP (Possehl, 1997). Former cultural centres

like Harappa and Mohenjo Daro were abandoned and shifted

eastward towards the Himalayan foothills in northern India,

where smaller settlements emerged at different places (Pos-

sehl, 1997; Giosan et al., 2012). Our RN analysis confirms

changes in the IOM dynamical regime as seen in the Qunf

record between ca. 4.1 and 3.9 kaBP (Fig. 7b), suggesting

that the sudden decrease of rainfall in north-western India

triggering the collapse of the Harappan culture was accom-

panied by a dynamic instability of interannual precipitation

variability. Note that the two records most directly related

with the ISM (Mawmluh and Tianmen) do not cover the pe-

riod after ca. 4.0 kaBP, so that further detailed evidence for

the aforementioned hypothesis cannot be drawn from our

present analysis. To this date, there is no comparably well-

preserved published speleothem record from India covering

this time interval. In what follows, we therefore restrict our-

selves to the IOM reflecting the Arabian Sea branch of the

Asian monsoon system.

Around 3.9 kaBP, the archaeological record provides the

first evidence of the beginning of the copper hoard culture

in northern India and a gradual transition towards the iron

age in north-western India (Kulke and Rothermund, 2004).

Subsequently, there were several waves of migration of Indo-

Aryan tribes to north-west India and the northern Indus Val-

ley, resulting in violent clashes with the original inhabitants

(Kulke and Rothermund, 2004; Singh, 2008). Several cen-

turies passed until a new highly developed culture emerged

on the Indian subcontinent. The Vedic epoch (3.5–2.5 kaBP)
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was characterised by outstanding religious and philosophical

developments (Singh, 2008). The results of our RN analysis

again allow putting these archaeological findings into some

climatic context: after 3.9 kaBP, our RN measure T (Fig. 8b)

reveals a period of relatively stable IOM variability, which

could have promoted stable and fertile conditions in north-

western India, fostering the development of the Vedic cul-

ture. After 3.2 kaBP, this culture spread from north-west In-

dia into the subcontinent and the Ganges plain, supported by

the aforementioned migratory patterns of Indo-Aryan peo-

ples. At about 2.5 kaBP, there was a consolidation into 16

major oligarchies and monarchies (mahajanapadas), which

were united into the Mauryan Empire at about 2.4 kaBP

forming the first kingdom spanning vast parts of the sub-

continent. It has to be noted, however, that this kingdom

did not exist for very long time and collapsed already after

ca. 2.3 kaBP (Kulke and Rothermund, 2004; Singh, 2008).

5.3 South-east Asia

Compared to the southern Arabian Peninsula and India, rel-

atively little is known about human prehistory of south-east

Asia. Archaeological records tracing human population dur-

ing the early to mid-Holocene are sparse, which is also due

to the high humidity in the region being unfavourable for the

preservation of artefacts.

In northern Vietnam, archaeological data give evidence

for the early development of the Nusantao maritime trading

network, which was formed by several groups of Malayo-

Polynesian origin and connected this region with the Philip-

pines, southern China and Taiwan (later also to coastal areas

up to South Korea and southern Japan). The existence of this

network has been confirmed for a time interval at least be-

tween about 7.0 and 2.0 kaBP (Solheim, 2000). By exchang-

ing knowledge on various types of economic activity (hunt-

ing, gathering, rice farming, horticulture, etc.), the Nusantao

network contributed significantly to early cultural develop-

ment in the region. There are indications of several waves

of migration from southern China, north-east India, and east-

ern Tibet into south-east Asia starting around 4.5 kaBP, with

the immigrants bringing their more highly developed cultures

with them (Tarling, 1993). In the Mekong delta, there is ev-

idence of sustained inhabitation beginning in ca. 2.4 kaBP,

whereas the first kingdoms in the region were founded only

after 2.0 kaBP (Meyer, 1997). These early kingdoms were

based on agriculture and maritime trade, both of which con-

tributed to the centralisation of authorities and hence popula-

tion.

Given the lack of data, convincing links between cultural

developments in south-east Asia and Asian monsoon vari-

ability are much harder to establish than for India and the

Middle East. The situation is further aggravated by the fact

that water availability is typically not a limiting environmen-

tal factor in this region. Specifically, rainfall variability may

have played a role only for civilisations in the northern part

of south-east Asia, but would have affected human societies

in the tropics less. In turn, other types of natural hazards

(such as volcanic eruptions) could have greater influence here

(Lavigne et al., 2013). To this end, we note that the Liang

Luar record displays two marked periods of very low val-

ues of our RN measure L, possibly indicating rapid changes

in the dynamical precipitation regime, around about 8.5 and

5.7 kaBP (Fig. 7j), both of which coincide with known large-

scale Holocene RCC episodes (Mayewski et al., 2004). No-

tably, we observe that both periods are characterised by par-

ticularly regular variability (Fig. 8j), which could have fos-

tered cultural developments. In turn, for the period of fast so-

cietal change after 2.4 kaBP, the single record of Liang Luar

considered in this work is insufficient to draw any substan-

tiated conclusions on possible cultural responses to marked

environmental changes.

5.4 China

The development of prehistoric cultures and complex soci-

eties in China is one of the best studied cases on the im-

pact of climatic changes on human populations. The earliest

records of rain-fed agriculture in northern China trace back

to about 7.8 kaBP (An et al., 2005). There is a steady in-

crease in the number of archaeological sites for the period

between 7.8 and 4.0 kaBP (An et al., 2005) pointing to con-

tinuous cultural development in large parts of China. The ab-

sence of evidence for irrigation-based farming indicates that

rain-fed agriculture was sufficient to supply Neolithic and

early Chalcolithic communities, which successively spread

over regions with less-favourable climatic conditions, e.g. the

western loess plateau (An et al., 2005). Interestingly, the sus-

tained population growth started soon after the termination

of abrupt climatic changes revealed by our RN analysis of

the Dongge record (Figs. 6b, 7f). The following period of in-

stability (ca. 7.4–6.7 kaBP as seen by our RN measure L)

seems to have disrupted this general trend according to the

available archaeological record. One reason for this might

be the general incompleteness of archaeological information

especially concerning the older time periods of prehistoric

development.

Detailed inspection of presently available archaeological

findings reveals an early large expansion of prehistoric sites

in the Guanzhong plain and Xiliao River basin between 6.0

and 5.0 kaBP (Wagner et al., 2013). Yasuda et al. (2004) ex-

amined the cultures at the middle reaches of the Yangtze

River and found evidence of four cultural transitions at the

beginnings of the early Daxi (6.4–6.1 kaBP), middle Daxi

(5.8 kaBP), Qujialing (5.3 kaBP) and Shijiahe (4.5 kaBP)

cultures. All four transitions can be related with climate dete-

rioration associated with a weakened EASM as are partly re-

covered in terms of abrupt dynamical changes in the Dongge

and Lianhua records (Fig. 7f, g).

The climax of prehistoric agriculture was reached during

the Majiayao period (5.3–4.2 kaBP). Favourable and stable
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climatic conditions – also seen in terms of an enhanced dy-

namical regularity of the Dongge record (Figs. 6c, 8f) – fos-

tered the expansion of the Qijia culture (4.3–3.9 kaBP) (An

et al., 2005). A similar statement can be made for the Ma-

jiayao culture: wet conditions from 5.8 to 4.9 kaBP fostered

population growth. Dry conditions between 4.9 and 4.7 kaBP

resulted in a decline and eastward migration of this culture.

A subsequent wetter climate from 4.7 to 3.9 kaBP supported

an accelerated spread of the Qijia culture (Dong et al., 2012).

Note that these transitions are not seen in our non-linear mea-

sures for the Chinese cave records (Fig. 7), possibly indicat-

ing gradual changes in mean precipitation without alterations

of the dynamical organisation of rainfall. In general, the Ma-

jiayao and Qijia periods are characterised by key agricultural

developments (Jia et al., 2013). For the Henan and Shanxi

provinces, Liu (1996) revealed that the fifth millennium BP

(ca. third millennium BC) displayed a transition from more

egalitarian to stratified societies, with settlement patterns in-

dicating mainly simple chiefdoms.

Widespread collapse of Neolithic cultures characterises

the end of the fifth millennium BP in vast parts of China

(Wu and Liu, 2004; Liu and Feng, 2012). In the Yishu River

basin, the Longshan culture suffered from a shortfall in har-

vests, resulting in resource scarcity and decrease in popu-

lation revealed by a sudden drop in the number of archae-

ological sites (Gao et al., 2007). Consequently, it was re-

placed at ca. 4.0 kaBP by the less developed Yueshi cul-

ture. In the lower Yangtze River valley (Jiangsu and Zhejiang

provinces), the Liangzhu culture (5.3–4.2 kaBP) collapsed

after about 4.3 kaBP (Stanley et al., 1999; Yu et al., 2000;

Li et al., 2010). In a similar way, the Shijiahe culture (4.6–

4.2 kaBP) in the middle Yangtze River valley (Liangzhu area

of Hubei and Hunan provinces) declined and finally vanished

between about 4.2 and 4.0 kaBP (Wu and Liu, 2004; Li et al.,

2010; Yasuda et al., 2004). The same holds for the Shan-

dong Longshan culture (4.6–4.2 kaBP) in the lower Yellow

River valley (Liu, 1996, 2000). Moreover, there is evidence

for a collapse of the rain-fed agriculture of the Qijia period

(4.4–3.9 kaBP) in the upper Yellow River valley in the Gansu

and Qinghai provinces around 4.0 kaBP (see Wu and Liu,

2004; An et al., 2005 and references therein).

The reconstruction of the nature of the climatic transitions

that possibly triggered the aforementioned large-scale cul-

tural changes has remained inconclusive so far. Huang et al.

(2010, 2011) report strong indications of a series of extraor-

dinary floods in the middle realm of the Yellow River, which

might have contributed to the demise of existing cultures and

their replacement by others, including the abandonment of

settlements along the Yellow River. In turn, Gao et al. (2007)

attribute their findings to an exceptionally cool period. In the

light of results obtained in other parts of the Asian monsoon

domain indicating a general weakening of the monsoon and,

hence, decreases in summer rainfall, combined evidence for

cooling, drying, and flooding point to a period of marked in-

stability of the EASM between about 4.5 and 4.0 kaBP. This

hypothesis is consistent with the results of our RN analy-

sis for the Dongge and Tianmen records (significantly high

values of L, see Fig. 7e, f). Our RN measure T (Fig. 8e, f)

points to short periods with relatively regular monsoon dy-

namics, which could be associated with intervals of consis-

tently weakened EASM. These epochs might have been fol-

lowed by more-erratic monsoon dynamics, which eventually

gave rise to the floods observed by Huang et al. (2010, 2011).

Notably, we do not find comparable signatures in the other

three Chinese speleothem records analysed in this work, al-

though they are much closer to the regions with reported ev-

idence for almost synchronous cultural changes. There are

different possible reasons for this lack of additional evidence,

including localised climatic conditions. Specifically, due to

the complex migration pattern of the EASM front, it is pos-

sible that for the same year, monsoon rainfall is strong in one

region but weak in another one. With the spatial distribution

and temporal resolution of available speleothem data, we are

not able to further address this point here.

Following the period of cultural changes discussed above,

our RN analysis does not indicate any time interval of par-

ticularly regular monsoon dynamics (high T ) between 4.0

and 3.0 kaBP (Figs. 8f–i). In turn, we observe an end to

the rather persistent dynamical changes (high L) in southern

China (Dongge cave) around 3.9 kaBP (Fig. 7f). The archae-

ological record provides evidence for the emergence of the

first state-level societies developing from the Neolithic so-

cieties (Longshan cultures) in the central plains of northern

China around 4.0 kaBP (Liu, 1996; Lee, 2004). The corre-

sponding urbanisation tendencies are supported by a substan-

tial decrease in the number of archaeological sites during the

early bronze age (4.0–3.5 kaBP), e.g. the almost full aban-

donment of the Guanzhong Basin (Wagner et al., 2013). At

about the same time (4.0–3.6 kaBP), the earliest documented

kingdoms associated with the Xia dynasty emerged, which

were later replaced by the Shang dynasty (3.6–3.0 kaBP).

The ongoing cultural developments were accompanied by

widespread changes in the agricultural strategies. For exam-

ple, for the western loess plateau, a transition from long-

established rain-fed farming communities to pastoralism was

found for after about 3.6 kaBP which further concentrated

settlements (An et al., 2005). In summary, it is likely that

the climate between 4.0 and 3.0 kaBP did not experience

any marked large-scale changes in EASM dynamics, which

could be related to stable (though not necessarily very hu-

mid) climatic conditions. One exception found in our analy-

sis is a time interval of particularly low values of L between

3.5 and 3.0 kaBP (Fig. 7g), which is present in the Lianhua

record but not in the three other caves. This disagreement

could again originate from local climatic conditions but also

from other changes to the archive at Lianhua cave acting on

timescales not resolved by our analysis.

Around 3.1 kaBP, palaeoclimatic records indicate a strong

shift to more arid conditions around the Chinese loess plateau

(Huang et al., 2002). Consequently, bronze age cultures ex-
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perienced a shortfall of livestock and crops affecting the

northern nomadic tribes and southern urban Han Chinese, re-

spectively. Our analysis indicates monsoonal regime shifts

around ca. 3.0 kaBP as revealed by L (Fig. 7g, h) in the

Lianhua and Heshang records together with more regular cli-

mate variability at the Heshang site after ca. 3.0 kaBP, which

would be compatible with a reorganisation of monsoon dy-

namics leading to a persistent centennial-scale drought (i.e.

sustained reduction of EASM strength). Food scarcity cul-

minated in widespread southward migration, including re-

location of the political capital as well as other major cities

of the rising pre-dynastic Zhou culture in the southern loess

plateau (Huang et al., 2002). Arable farming was replaced

by pastoral farming. In summary, severe droughts and great

famines in the loess plateau region can be considered as

fundamental causes of social instability, which might have

sealed the collapse of the Shang dynasty and its replacement

by the Western Zhou dynasty at ca. 3.0 kaBP. Wang et al.

(2008) corroborated these findings and report indications for

droughts at the end of the Xia (3.6–3.5 kaBP), Shang (3.1–

3.0 kaBP), and Western Zhou dynasties (2.8–2.7 kaBP), and

during the Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods

(2.45–2.35 kaBP) mentioned in historical documents. Com-

plementary evidence for environmental variability as an im-

portant factor behind dynastic change is provided by high-

resolution lacustrine sediments from south-east China, which

match the historical dates reasonably well (Yancheva et al.,

2007).

The emergence of less-favourable environmental condi-

tions around 3.0 ka BP was mainly restricted to the loess

plateau, but affected a considerably larger region. In general,

a late bronze age population (3.0–2.5 kaBP) mainly agglom-

erated in eastern China, leaving regions like the Qinghai–

Tibet plateau or the Guanzhong Basin scarcely occupied

(Wagner et al., 2013). In central and western China, agri-

cultural techniques were adjusted to be adapted to more arid

conditions by shifting from sedentary agro-pastoral to mobile

pastoral subsidence strategies (Wagner et al., 2013).

In summary, the above findings underline that arid periods

generally had a dominating influence on cultural evolution

in China over vast parts of its (pre)history. However, there

is no full agreement about the timing of such periods during

the mid-to-late Holocene. For example, periods with partic-

ularly arid conditions have been documented in lake records

from Hulun lake at the north-eastern margin of the EASM

domain. Analysing these sediments, Xiao et al. (2009) report

several episodes of weak EASM at 8.0–7.85, 6.4–6.05, 5.15–

4.9, 4.5–3.8, 3.05–2.8, 1.65–1.4, 1.15–0.9, 0.7–0.6, and 0.4–

0.35 kaBP. In turn, Hu et al. (2008) studied the speleothem

records from Heshang and Dongge caves and report marked

periods of EASM weakening at 4.8–4.1, 3.7–3.1, and 1.4–

1.0 kaBP, which are only partially in line with the lacus-

trine archive. Note that both results do not match the dis-

tinct Holocene RCC episodes reported by Mayewski et al.

(2004). Despite these ambiguities, climatic and archaeolog-

ical record again exhibit strong linkages: the first marked

increase in the number of prehistoric sites in China is as-

sociated with a period of relatively humid conditions after

6.0 kaBP. In turn, as discussed above, the arid periods of 4.2–

4.0, around 3.6, and 3.0–2.8 kaBP correspond to epochs of

strong cultural changes and migration, possibly triggered by

famines and resource scarcity. In general, the fourth and third

millennium BP were characterised by relatively low rainfall.

This is consistent with the archaeological observation that up

to ca. 2.0 kaBP, most settlements in northern China were lo-

cated along river courses (Lee, 2004): human cultures were

dependent on water from the river because of insufficient

monsoon precipitation.

Notably, aridity shifts and cultural responses appear to be

not fully synchronous in different parts of China. This is con-

sistent with the fact that the peak monsoon intensity (most

humid period) during the Holocene was reached at differ-

ent periods in distinct parts of China (An et al., 2000; Cai

et al., 2010). The associated spatial pattern reveals a sus-

tained southward EASM shift related to the successive weak-

ening of solar irradiation over the mid-Holocene and accom-

panied by seasonality changes of monsoon precipitation.

5.5 Summary: new aspects provided by RN analysis

The previous parts of this section provided a detailed review

on known transitions of pre-historic societies in the Asian

monsoon domain between about 8 and 2.5 kaBP, the time

interval for which the records considered in this work are

able to provide detailed information. Beyond tracing the his-

torical developments based on available archaeological find-

ings and early historical documents, an overview has been

provided of possible environmental drivers of these cultural

changes summarising the state of the art in the present sci-

entific literature. Since previous discussions of this aspect

have mainly focussed on mean climatic conditions (in the

context of this work mostly relating to the behaviour of long-

term average monsoon precipitation), the non-linear analy-

sis presented in this manuscript has systematically added an

alternative aspect to this discussion. The underlying work-

ing hypothesis that cultural changes and large-scale migra-

tion are not just fostered by long-term mean climatic con-

ditions, but can also be triggered by changes in variability

(i.e. abrupt regime shifts between regular and irregular vari-

ability), has been supported in many cases. We believe that

this novel aspect is key to understanding how climatic vari-

ability may have particularly influenced the development of

early human societies, which links to an important contem-

porary field of research at the interface between palaeoclima-

tology and archaeology. In what follows, we therefore intend

to summarise the corresponding new insights provided by the

present analysis.

At the Arabian Peninsula, early southward migration of

developed cultures (prior to ca. 7.0 kaBP) may have been

hampered by a relatively unstable precipitation regime pro-
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hibiting sustained inhabitation without additional technolog-

ical means such as irrigation-based agriculture. In a simi-

lar way, the existing gap in the archaeological record for

the southern Arabian Peninsula after ca. 5.8 kaBP (remark-

ably coinciding with the high-latitude cold spell at 5.9 kaBP)

could be explained by unstable monsoon dynamics as re-

vealed by our analysis. In turn, a period of more stable dy-

namics between ca. 5.0 and 4.5 kaBP found in this work

is in excellent agreement with cultural developments asso-

ciated with population growth and cultural transitions to-

wards bronze age civilisations. Another period of instability

revealed by our analysis for the period between ca. 4.1 and

3.9 kaBP again coincides with large-scale cultural decline in

the region, whereas the transition to iron age at ca. 3.3 kaBP

occurred in a period with more stable climatic conditions.

In a similar spirit, the results obtained for India and the sur-

rounding regions match the picture of associations between

cultural developments and monsoon stability versus instabil-

ity rather well. The formation of early developed cultures in

western Pakistan after 9.0 kaBP falls into a period where the

Mawmluh cave record indicates a stable precipitation regime

over India, although there were dynamical regime shifts the

timing of which agrees well (within the temporal uncertainty

margins of our analysis) with the high-latitude 8.2 ka event.

The different rather short-lived cultures between ca. 5.5 and

5.0 kaBP faced more unstable conditions, possibly leading

to an enhanced adaptation pressure, while the absence of

regime shifts between 5.0 and 4.1 kaBP coincides with the

development of the Harappan culture in the Indus Valley. The

disruption of this culture is accompanied by another ca. 200–

300-year period of climatic instability as revealed by our

analysis, followed by another period of more stable monsoon

variations in which the new Vedic culture developed.

While the data available for this study prohibit one to

draw in-depth conclusions on possible associations between

cultural developments and climate variability in south-east

Asia, China presents another convincing example that a sta-

ble monsoon regime was key to sustained population growth,

whereas irregular precipitation rather gave rise to a concen-

tration of populations in fertile river valleys. Although not

all the cultural transitions between about 6.5 and 4.5 kaBP

coincide with observed abrupt dynamical changes associated

with the EASM, there are numerous examples where such a

synchronicity could be found in our analysis, which appears

to be beyond what could be expected from just random tim-

ing, suggesting that monsoon dynamics has had a marked

influence beyond long-term averages. Regarding the period

between 4.5 and 4.0 kaBP, our analysis demonstrates a per-

sistent reorganisation of atmospheric dynamics, which could

have been a triggering factor for wide-spread cultural col-

lapses from increased flood and drought risks. In fact, soon

after the end of this period of relative dynamical instability

of the EASM, the first state-level societies emerged, possi-

bly fostered by the more regular precipitation regime during

the following centuries. Finally, another sequence of EASM

regime shifts was initiated around 3.0 kaBP, coinciding with

the presence of relatively short-lived dynasties in Chinese

history.

Taken together, we are confident that the consideration of

dynamical stability and non-linear regime shifts in monsoon

variability (as summarised in Fig. 11) provide important in-

formation regarding the question of how climate variability

has affected early societies. Future work should therefore ad-

dress this aspect in more detail.

6 Conclusions

We have developed a framework for performing an inte-

grative analysis of non-linear regime shifts in palaeoclimate

records with explicit consideration of dating uncertainties.

This work presents the first application of recurrence network

(RN) analysis, a novel technique of non-linear time series

analysis, to a consistent set of spatially distributed palaeocli-

matic archives from the Asian monsoon domain. RN analysis

has earlier demonstrated the ability to detect relevant non-

linear dynamic changes such as shifts from regular (e.g. peri-

odic) to more-erratic (e.g. chaotic) variability that cannot be

readily revealed by linear statistics such as windowed mean

or variance. After combining the results from multiple proxy

records, statistical significance testing enables the identifica-

tion of epochs where an unexpected fraction of all consid-

ered sites displays unusual dynamics, pointing towards pro-

nounced non-linear regime shifts in monsoon dynamics on a

continental scale. Importantly, the results obtained from the

original published records have been confirmed by detailed

ensemble analysis, evaluating the effects of dating uncertain-

ties via the COPRA framework.

We have reanalysed 10 available high-resolution

speleothem-based oxygen isotope proxy records for

Holocene Asian summer monsoon intensity and found previ-

ously reported extra-tropical Bond events and rapid climate

change episodes to partly be accompanied by epochs of

spatially extended non-linear regime shifts in monsoon dy-

namics, e.g. towards extraordinary regular (stable) or erratic

(unstable) variability of the different monsoon branches.

Particularly pronounced epochs of monsoonal regime shifts

have been detected to have occurred around 8.5–7.9, 5.7–5.0,

4.1–3.7, and 3.0–2.4 ka BP. Additionally, a non-linear regime

shift is found for around 7.3 kaBP. The timing of this event

is consistent with the typical 1.0–1.5 ky return intervals

of Bond events and glacial Dansgaard–Oeschger events

but has been rarely reported in the literature so far (Wang

et al., 2005). This result calls for in-depth investigation of

additional palaeoclimate records from the Asian monsoon

domain for identifying the underlying forcing mechanisms.

The reported findings are consistent with and support earlier

speculations on potential links between Bond events, RCC

episodes, and changes in the Asian monsoon system.
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Furthermore, we have shown that the detected non-linear

regime shifts in Asian monsoon dynamics frequently coin-

cide with known major periods of migration, pronounced

cultural changes, and the collapse of ancient human societies

from the archaeological record in the Arabian Peninsula, In-

dia, south-east Asia, and China: sustained epochs of regular

monsoon variations could have fostered the development of

complex societies, while episodes of unusually irregular sea-

sonal rainfall patterns might have had detrimental effects on

agriculture and led to cultural decline and societal collapse.

These observations indicate that future changes in monsoon

dynamics might lead to potentially severe socio-economic

repercussions in Asia, where today ca. 60 % of the world’s

population lives.

In the future, a more detailed analysis of coincidences

(Donges et al., 2011b) and potential causal relationships be-

tween monsoonal regime shifts and societal responses from

the archaeological record is desirable, posing, however, con-

siderable challenges in terms of data quality and availability.

Further development of RN analysis and related techniques is

needed for more consistent accounting of irregular sampling

and uncertain dating of observations at an earlier stage in the

analysis chain, e.g. by following a Bayesian approach. To

improve and refine the presented analysis in time and space,

a larger number of high-quality proxy records with smaller

dating errors and higher, if possible, annual to sub-annual,

temporal resolution is needed. The available body of data for

India is particularly slim, hampering detailed comparisons

with other regions. Finally, other available types of archives

such as tree rings or marine and lacustrine sediments should

be included in the database processed by the proposed analy-

sis framework, requiring, however, a methodology for ensur-

ing the consistent comparison and integration of this diverse

set of data sources.
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Appendix A: Detailed results for COPRA ensembles

Here, we provide the complete results of applying recurrence

network (RN) analysis to the COPRA ensembles correspond-

ing to all records that are considered in our study. This en-

semble analysis allows detailed insights into the effects of

dating uncertainties on the proxy records (Fig. A1) as well as

the inferred time evolution of indicators of rapid dynamical

change (RN average path length L, Fig. A2) and regularity

(RN transitivity T , Fig. A3) of monsoonal strength varia-

tions. These results are derived applying the methodology

described in Sect. 2 and can be interpreted along the lines

of the discussion in Sect. 4. Note that the summary statistics

displayed in Fig. 10 are derived from the results presented in

Figs. A2 and A3 using the procedure introduced in Sect. 4.2.

Figure A1. Residual oxygen isotope records 1δ18O analysed in this study (all measured in units of ‰ VPDB). Median (thick red lines)

and 90 % confidence intervals (orange shading) from an ensemble of 100 time series realisations of the COPRA algorithm for transferring

dating uncertainties to uncertainties in proxy values are shown (Breitenbach et al., 2012b). Bond events (violet lines) and RCC episodes

(grey bands) are displayed for reference. Note that the Liang Luar record had to be divided into three sections with a temporal resolution

sufficiently high for applying the COPRA framework.
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Figure A2. Time evolution of an indicator of rapid dynamical

change (RN average path length L) in monsoonal strength fluctu-

ations obtained from a sliding window analysis of the residual oxy-

gen isotope records displayed in Fig. A1. Median (thick dark blue

lines) and 90 % confidence intervals (thin dark blue lines) from an

ensemble of 100 time series realisations of the COPRA algorithm

for transferring dating uncertainties to uncertainties in proxy val-

ues are shown. The predominant dynamical regime is marked by

90 % confidence bounds from a stationarity test (horizontal light

blue bands, Donges et al., 2011a, b). Deviations from this regime

indicate epochs of significant climatic change (filled-in dark blue

areas). Bond events (violet lines) and RCC episodes (grey bands)

are displayed for reference.

Figure A3. Time evolution of the regularity (RN transitivity T )

of variations in monsoonal strength obtained as in Fig. A2 (colour

coding is analogous to Fig. A2 after replacing blue shading with

green). Here, deviations from the predominant dynamical regime

indicate epochs of significantly enhanced or diminished regularity

of monsoonal variability (filled-in dark green areas).
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